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Treatment of high-level waste (HLW) stored in the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) 
sites of Hanford and Savannah River involves the separation of radioactive cesium (137Cs) and 
strontium (90Sr). Challenges in treating the liquid HLW includes high alkalinity or acidity, and 
high salt content, many orders of magnitude above Cs and Sr concentrations. Ion exchange is the 
preferred process for removing these compounds, due to the availability of selective media and 
large volume-processing capacity by column operations. The crystalline silicotitanate 
(Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O), i.e. CST, which structure is analog to the mineral sitinakite, is considered 
the reference material for this application. However, uptake of Cs by sitinakite declines at higher 
pH, and the thermal stability of the sitinakite structure may have been overestimated. At 
temperatures above 200 oC, sitinakite suffers drastic dehydration, which is suggested to affect its 
selectivity for Cs. As thermal stability is an important parameter in this application, the 
titanosilicate Na2TiSiO5, analog to the mineral natisite, should be considered as a potential sorbent. 
Despite rare investigations on natisite, a recent study suggested that replacement of part of Ti by 
other metals might improve natisite selectivity for Cs and Sr. 
In the present study, sitinakite was synthesized and heat-treated at temperatures ranging 
from 50 oC to 550 oC. Structural characterization was conducted using X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Batch experiments were performed for the 
uptake of Cs and Sr at neutral conditions (DI water). Sitinakite doped with tin was also heat treated 
and assessed for Cs and Sr uptake from solutions with initial pHs of 4, 6 and 10. In a second study, 
natisite and three metal-substituted variants (Al-, Zr-, and Sn-natisite) were synthesized and 
assessed for sorption of Cs and Sr. Natisite materials were evaluated along sitinakite, at increasing 
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conditions of acidity, alkalinity, and competition with Na+ and Ca2+. All samples were assessed by 
ICP-MS for final concentrations of Cs or Sr. 
Uptake of Cs and Sr decreased with increasing processing temperatures, although the 
sorption of the first was noticeably more affected. These results matched the data obtained by XRD 
and FTIR, which indicated dehydration and phase transformation at temperatures consistent with 
the observed decrease in uptake. These data are supported by previous studies that linked Cs 
selectivity by sitinakite to its hydration. Uptake of Cs by Sn-sitinakite decreased at increasing 
alkalinity for all heat-treated samples. Still, samples treated at lower temperatures sorbed more Cs 
at high pH than Sn-sitinakites exposed to higher temperatures. In contrast, heat-treatment barely 
affected the removal of Sr by Sn-sitinakite, and higher uptake rates were observed at high pH. 
In the second study, sorption data revealed higher removal of Cs by sitinakite over natisites 
in the majority of the conditions. However, uptake of Cs by sitinakite deteriorated significantly at 
increasing acidity and alkalinity. Sitinakite and natisite materials removed comparable amounts of 
Sr at low pH or in solutions containing Na+ or Ca2+. Increasing concentrations of Ca2+ dramatically 
affected the removal of Sr and at 1 M Ca2+, sorption of Sr was negligible by all sorbents evaluated. 
In alkaline solutions, Sn-natisite and Zr-natisite removed up to 95% and 90%, of Sr, respectively, 
largely outperforming sitinakite. An increase in Sr uptake by all natisite materials was observed at 
0.1 M NaOH solutions, but sorption plunged at 3 M NaOH. 
The results obtained in the first study clearly established that exposing sitinakite to elevated 
temperatures is detrimental to its sorption for Cs and Sr, and the impact is more pronounced for 
cesium. In contrast, the sorption of Sr by heat treated Sn-sitinakite did not seem to be compromised 
at high alkalinity. The results from the second study indicated that metal-substitutions on natisite 
improved the sorption for Cs and Sr, especially for the latter. The improvement may be associated 
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with the size of the metal ion replacing Ti, in which larger metals would widen the layer aperture. 
The results obtained by Zr-natisite and Sn-natisite for Sr in alkaline conditions are very promising 
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Treatment of radioactive wastes is a very complex task, in special the high-level waste 
(HLW) from the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of Energy (DOE) early 
nuclear developments. Defense-related HLW is mostly stored at the DOE sites of Savannah River 
(South Carolina) and Hanford (Washington), in underground steel tanks [1, 2]. The waste 
composition is complex and includes toxic compounds, high salt concentrations, elevated 
alkalinity, and numerous radioactive elements, i.e. 137Cs, 90Sr [3, 4]. Within the many treatment 
stages, removal of Cs and Sr is crucial as these fission products are high emitters of heat and 
radiation. The potential separation of the two elements by an individual process is very 
advantageous as it simplifies the treatment flowsheet, and reduce costs and secondary waste 
generation [5, 6]. 
Ion exchange is one of the preferred separation techniques for these two elements from the 
salt-bearing waste because of its large volume-processing capacity and availability of selective 
media. From numerous ion exchangers developed and evaluated, crystalline silicotitanate (CST) 
(Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O), analog to the mineral sitinakite, is the reference material for this 
application [7, 8]. The sitinakite structure possesses high selectivity for Cs even in the presence of 
high concentrations of sodium, which is typically the case in the DOE wastes, where Na+ is found 
in levels up to 5 - 7 M [2, 9]. However, extreme alkalinity can deteriorate Cs uptake by sitinakite, 
compromising its employment for treatment of high pH wastes. [9, 10] 
Another condition that may hinder sitinakite effectiveness is the exposure to elevated 
temperatures generated by radiogenic heat. Previous studies indicated that sitinakite loses water 
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gradually up to 200oC, suffering a more dramatic dehydration between 200oC and 450oC [11]. The 
observed behavior may be explained by the loss of water molecules occupying two different sites 
in the sitinakite structure: water bond to framework Na, and water dispersed inside the channels 
[8, 12]. The loss of structural water, at more elevated temperatures, triggers a phase transformation, 
deteriorating the crystalline structure. Structural dehydration at high temperatures can also 
compromise the uptake of Cs, as coordination with water molecules is suggested to drive the 
selectivity for this contaminant [12, 13].  
Sitinakite may be subject to elevated temperatures during its employment in remediation, 
which is typically performed by the placing the media into a column or vessel. The radiogenic heat 
released by 137Cs and 90Sr increases the column temperature up to 90 oC, even with active cooling. 
It has been reported that, without heat exchange, the column temperature would reach 130 oC in 6 
days [14]. A decrease in uptake by the sitinakite-based sorbent employed in column operations to 
treat Cs was also reported at temperatures above 50 oC. In a modelled scenario of interim disposal 
of Cs-loaded sitinakite, temperatures were as high as 170 oC, raising concerns of desorption and 
leachability [15].  
The search for a more thermally stable material, simultaneously selective for Cs and Sr, 
brings to light a titanosilicate overlooked as a sorbent. Layered natisite (Na2TiSiO5) is commonly 
formed as a secondary phase in the synthesis of sitinakite, but has not received as much attention 
as its microporous peer. The assumption that natisite is thermally stable has been confirmed by 
characterization studies [16, 17]. Those studies indicate phase transformation on natisite starting 
around 800 oC, and structure deterioration between 900 oC and 1500 oC. These results, combined 




The literature review revealed very few investigations on natisite as a candidate sorbent for 
Cs and Sr. However, a recent study from Hall, R. (2017) indicated that natisite is highly selective 
for cerium and neodymium, although limited sorption of Cs and Sr was observed [18]. Hall 
replaced a fraction of titanium by zirconium in the natisite framework and evaluated the sorption 
for Cs and Sr, and the impact of competing cations. Overall, incorporation of Zr improved the 
uptake of both Cs and Sr, although Ca2+ significantly hindered Sr uptake. The author suggested 
that a larger metal such as zirconium increased the spacing between layers in the structure, 
facilitating diffusion and, consequently, improving sorption properties. However, the uptake 
mechanisms by natisite or its substituted versions are still unknown.  
Investigations on the stability of sitinakite under high temperatures, and on its selectivity 
for Cs and Sr in different solutions must be a priority. Due to its exceptional thermal stability, 
natisite should also be further researched as a potential sorbent for Cs and Sr.  
1.2. Objectives  
Considering the issues described regarding to the removal of Cs and Sr by sitinakite, the 
following objectives were stipulated for the present research: 
1. The first objective is to investigate the uptake of Cs and Sr by sitinakite treated at elevated 
temperatures. Although previous studies have indicated that sitinakite undergo structural 
dehydration starting at 200 oC, no sorption experiments for Cs and Sr have been conducted 
using heat-treated sitinakite [11]. Additionally, hydration of the sitinakite structure was 
proposed to be crucial for its selectivity for Cs and Sr [12, 13], but it is still not clear how 
exposure to elevated temperatures, and consequent dehydration, affects sitinakite sorption.  
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2. Another objective of this research is to evaluate the sorption of Cs and Sr by a metal-
substituted sitinakite treated at elevated temperatures and in different pH conditions. The 
structural dehydration observed at elevated temperatures triggers a phase transformation 
on sitinakite, decreasing its crystallinity [11]. However, poorly crystalline sitinakite 
exhibited high selectivity for Sr, especially at high pH [19]. Still, the effect of heat exposure 
and loss of crystallinity on the uptake of Cs and Sr has never been assessed at different pH 
conditions. 
3. The third objective of this thesis is the evaluation of natisite and metal-substituted natisites 
as sorbents for Cs and Sr. Replacement of 25% of Ti by Zr, Al, or Sn creates three 
variations of the natisite structure, named in this study as Zr-natisite, Al-natisite, and Sn-
natisite, respectively. This study compares the four natisite sorbents with sitinakite in 
conditions of acidity, alkalinity, and competition with Na+ and Ca2+. Hall, R. (2017) 
demonstrated that doping natisite with Zr improved uptake of Cs and Sr, however, Al-
natisite and Sn-natisite have never been investigated as a candidate sorbent for Cs and Sr. 
To meet the objectives proposed, two separate studies were conducted. Objectives 1 and 2 
were the focus of the investigations reported in Chapter 3 of the present document; while the 
investigation of research question 3 is documented in Chapter 4. In the first study, sitinakite 
samples were synthesized and heat-treated at temperatures of 50 oC, 150 oC, 250 oC, 350 oC, 450 
oC, and 550 oC for two hours. All samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Batch experiments were conducted using heat-
treated samples to evaluate the uptake of Cs and Sr as function of thermal processing. A second 
synthesis batch produced Sn-sitinakite samples that were later heat-treated at 50 oC, 100 oC, 200 
oC, and 550 oC. These samples were tested for the sorption of Cs and Sr in solutions with initial 
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pH of 4, 6 and 10, in order to evaluate the behavior of heat-treated Sn-sitinakite in different pH 
conditions. 
In the second study, natisite was synthesized along with three metal-substituted forms, in 
which. zirconium, aluminum and tin replaced 25% of titanium in the structure. These four 
materials with natisite structure (natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite) were compared with 
sitinakite for the uptake of Cs and Sr. Batch experiments were conducted in five different 
concentrations of HNO3, NaOH, NaNO3, and CaCl2 to evaluate the sorption behavior in conditions 
of acidity, alkalinity, and competing Na+ and Ca2+, respectively. Solutions containing HNO3, 
NaNO3 and CaCl2 were prepared in concentrations ranging 0.005 M – 1 M, while in NaOH 
solutions, concentration were between 0.01 M and 3 M to mimic the high alkalinity from HLW 





2. State of the Knowledge 
2.1. Overview of Nuclear Waste Generation and Containment 
Development of nuclear technologies starting in the early 20th century lead to significant 
breakthrough in energy generation, nuclear weapons, naval propulsion, etc. The use of radioactive 
materials for nuclear energy production, defense-related developments, and medical applications, 
results in the generation of nuclear waste. 
The disposal approach for these distinct nuclear wastes is determined by their level of 
radioactivity, and stricter measures are required for spent nuclear fuel (SNF) from civilian power 
plants, and high-level waste (HLW). Both waste types contain toxic and highly-radioactive 
components and release large amounts of heat [3, 4, 20]. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
nuclear facilities were a major generator of HLW, mostly during the Cold War. In addition, DOE 
sites still store large volumes of radioactive material from early nuclear developments [2]. 
2.1.1. Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel  
Disposal of SNF is conducted by removing the spent fuel rods from the reactors and 
subsequently transferring them to interim disposal facilities. SNF disposal approach vary in 
different countries. In France, for example, much of SNF is reprocessed for volume reduction, 
separation of fissile uranium, reutilization of plutonium [21]. Currently, only a few other countries 
reprocess their SNF, including Japan, Russia, and the United Kingdom, although reprocessing’s 
future is uncertain for some of them [21]. 
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The SNF disposal policy of other countries, including the U.S., Canada, and Germany, is 
direct disposal of SNF, skipping reprocessing [21]. This approach not only avoids the high costs 
of SNF reprocessing, but also prevents the risks of plutonium proliferation for weapon 
manufacturing [22]. A drawback from this approach is that not-reprocessed SNF releases large 
amounts of heat from the decay of numerous radioisotopes, demanding longer interim storage at 
controlled temperature [23]. 
In temporary disposal facilities, SNF-containing steel canisters are placed in deep pools 
with heat-exchange capability [23]. The water works to exchange the radiogenic heat released by 
the waste and to obstruct radiation [24]. After a few years, short-lived isotopes decay and reduce 
the heat output, allowing the spent fuel to be transferred to surface storage in casks. The transfer 
of older SNF canisters to reinforced concrete casks provides better utilization of the storage pools, 
which is usually limited [21]. 
As nearly 20% of U.S. energy generation is nuclear based, an increasing volume of SNF 
has been generated and requires temporary disposal. Until 2013, commercial nuclear plants 
generated 70,000 metric tons of uranium as SNF, an increase of almost 52% from the volume up 
to 2002 [25]. Figure 2-1 presents the current commercial reactors, in operation and 





Figure 2-1. Location of commercial nuclear reactors and waste disposal facilities 




2.1.1. Disposal of DOE’s High-Level Waste 
Although SNF is being increasingly generated and disposed of, safe containment of high-
level waste in DOE sites requires more comprehensive measures. HLW stored in underground 
steel tanks in Hanford Site, Washington, and Savannah River Site (SRS), South Carolina accounts 
for 90 million gallons (Mgal) and close to 450 million Curies (MCi) of radioactivity [2, 26], as 
shown in Table 2-1. These two DOE sites, supported the research conducted at many National 
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Laboratories and supplied most of the plutonium for nuclear weapon production during the Cold 
War [27]. Other significant amounts of HLW are at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL), and West 
Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP), in New York [1]. Figure 2-2 presents the location of the 
DOE sites in which HLW is stored. 
 
Table 2-1. Summary of Hanford and Savannah River Nuclear Waste Storage 
 
 
Hanford Site Savannah River Site 
Number of Tanks 177 43 
Total Waste Volume 54.2 Mgal 35 Mgal 
Total Radioactivity 194 Mci 248 Mci 




Figure 2-2. Location of DOE sites storing High-Level Waste 
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The majority of this HLW was generated by reprocessing techniques to recover fissile 
isotopes from spent nuclear waste for nuclear weapon manufacturing, mostly, during the Cold War 
nuclear race [28]. At early development stages, mixing wastes from different reprocessing 
techniques lead to the generation of a complex-composition HLW. Initial recovery techniques 
included the bismuth phosphate process, which extracted plutonium for the World War II nuclear 
weapons; and the Redox process, which recovered fissile plutonium and uranium [1]. 
The PUREX process (Plutonium and Uranium Recovery by Extraction) is a recovery 
technique commonly used in the Hanford site, and was the only one employed at Savannah River 
[2]. The PUREX process has benefits over the previous processes including lower salt content in 
the generated waste, and reduced operational costs [1]. Using this technique, uranium and 
plutonium partition was preceded by dilution of the used nuclear fuel in nitric acid, which 
culminated in highly acidic wastes. PUREX wastes, along with the residues from secondary 
processes were neutralized with sodium hydroxide for storage in underground steel tanks at SRS 
and Hanford sites [29]. Figure 2-3 illustrates the steps of the PUREX process steps, and indicates 




Figure 2-3. PUREX Process Diagram 
Retrieved from (National Research Council, 2001)1 
 
 
2.1.1.1. High Level Waste Composition  
At Hanford and Savannah River sites, volume and composition of the HLW were recorded 
during its generation. However, limited storage space forced the transferring of heterogeneous 
wastes between tanks for volume reduction procedures, such as evaporation. As the HLWs stored 
                                                 
1 Original caption: “THE PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM EXTRACTION (PUREX) PROCESS” [1] 
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in the underground tanks have three distinct phases - supernatant, saltcake, and sludge - these 
transferring activities further contributed for an uncertain waste composition in each tank [31]. 
In a typical DOE underground waste tank, HLW is partitioned in three phases: The liquid 
supernatant composed of high concentration of sodium salts and dissolved 137Cs, which is the 
major radioactive component of this phase. The saltcake has similar composition to the supernatant 
liquid, as the formation of first was caused by the evaporation of the latter. However, the saltcake 
can also contain smaller concentrations of other radioisotopes, such as Strontium-90 and actinides 
[2]. The bottom-layer sludge phase include most of the strontium, actinides, and insoluble 
hydroxides of transition metals, such as iron and chromium [32]. By using sodium hydroxide to 
neutralize the acidic waste, metal precipitation carried great portion of the radionuclides to this 
layer [29]. Thus, the sludge portion contains increased radioactivity, while only accounting for a 
small fraction of the total waste volume [1]. Figure 2-4 illustrates the total volume and radioactivity 





Figure 2-4. SRS waste volume and radioactivity in salt and sludge phases 
Retrieved from (SRR Factsheet, 2019) 
 
 
Evaluation of treatment technologies for DOE HLW is usually conducted in waste 
simulants, instead of the actual waste. This alternative prevents risky waste retrieval operations, 
and allows the testing in non-radioactive conditions. Simulants of the Savannah River Site liquid 
waste have been used in evaluations of treatment processes, and different compositions used in 





Table 2-2. Composition of SRS liquid waste simulants 
Component 
Concentration (Molar) 
From (Wilmarth et al., 
2001) [34] 
From (Bonnesen et al., 
2000) [33] 
From (Delmau et al., 
1999) [35] 
Na+ 5.6 7 6.52 
K+ 0.015 0.02 0.017 
Cs+ 0.00014 0.0007 0.000272 
OH- 1.91 1.9 1.54 
NO3- 2.14 2.7 2.7 
NO2- 0.52 1 0.82 
AlO2- 0.31 - - 
Al(OH)4- - 0.4 0.44 
CO32- 0.16 0.2 0.23 
SO42- 0.15 0.22 0.2 
Cl- 0.025 0.1 0.1 
F- 0.032 0.05 0.0502 
PO43- 0.01 - - 
C2O42- 0.008 - - 
SiO32- 0.004 - - 
MoO42- 0.0002 - - 
CrO42- - 0.015 0.015 
 
 
Besides the radioactivity, other challenges in handling this waste includes the sludge 
composition, which contains sparingly soluble components. This significantly affects the sludge 
rheology and, in consequence, complicate the leaching and retrieval of the sludge portion for 
pretreatment and final disposal [31]. Proper disposal of DOE HLW is also crucial due to amounts 
of toxic metals, including mercury, lead and chromium [1]. 
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2.1.1.2. Remediation Efforts 
With the end of the Cold War and consequent decline in nuclear weapon manufacturing, 
the DOE initiated studies for final disposal of the HLW left in its sites. In addition, compliance 
with environmental regulation, such as RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 1986), 
and concerns with potential leaking of radioactive materials further urged the proper HLW 
disposal. Hanford early nuclear activities discharged its wastes in single-shell carbon tanks, and 
the lack of a secondary containment allowed leaks, contaminating soil and groundwater [36]. 
Although SRS tank farms include some single-shell tanks and known leak sites, the majority of 
the tanks have secondary containment, and all of them include leak detectors [26]. 
DOE’s approach to handle the tank-stored HLW includes waste characterization, retrieval, 
pretreatment, and immobilization of the HLW. Also, alternatives for permanent storage of the 
immobilized HLW and closure of the tanks are part of DOE’s efforts to properly dispose of these 
wastes [1]. 
In the pretreatment stage, separation of certain radioisotopes and other components from 
HLW allows for increased treatment effectiveness and better disposal of the separated portions. 
To decrease waste radioactivity, actinides, along with cesium and strontium from the supernatant 
and saltcake, must be separated. 137Cs and 90Sr are the two main fission products of the uranium 
fission reaction, and their half-lives are 30.2 and 28.9 years, respectively. After removal of these 
radioisotopes, the remaining liquid waste can be treated and disposed of as low-level waste (LLW) 
[32]. As LLW, the treated waste can be immobilized and stored on-site, which is less costly than 
managing the entire waste volume as HLW [37]. 
The separation of cesium and strontium is also beneficial due to their high heat generation 
[38], which can compromise final disposal alternatives. The U.S. DOE have investigated 
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permanent disposal alternatives for the immobilized HLW and a general agreement favors a deep 
geological repository for its suitability [3]. However, as internal temperature is a limiting criterion 
in the repository design, the radiogenic heat emitted by 137Cs and 90Sr could significantly affect 
the capacity of a future geological repository [39, 5]. 
Cesium and strontium are also radioisotopes of high concern due to their potential to 
accumulate in biota. Cs+ is metabolically analog to potassium, allowing it to be biologically 
absorbed [40], while Sr2+ is similar to calcium, which promotes its absorption and deposit in the 
bones. In addition, cesium is detrimental to kidney and liver functions in mammals [41]. Therefore, 
due to health and environmental concerns, separation of Cs and Sr from DOE HLW, and from 
other radioactive wastes, must be intensely investigated.  
2.2. Separation Processes for Cesium and Strontium  
Separation techniques for several radioisotopes present in nuclear wastes have been 
developed and evaluated, including precipitation, micro- and ultrafiltration, ion-extraction, solvent 
extraction, and others [6]. For the removal of cesium and strontium of, the majority of the studies 
focus on the technologies for the treatment of HLW from DOE sites, decontamination efforts at 
the Fukushima-Daichii disaster [42, 43], and on SNF reprocessing [44, 45]. However, separation 
techniques must be tailored to the wastes to be remediated, considering different waste conditions 
and compositions. Thus, technologies for the uptake of Cs and Sr of DOE salt wastes are subject 
to conditions such as high alkalinity and high salt concentration, as previously presented in Table 
2-2. For HLW from DOE sites, the preferred technologies studied to date for the separation of Cs 
and Sr are solvent extraction and ion exchange [8, 5, 46]. 
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2.2.1. Solvent Extraction  
In general, solvent extraction consists of a liquid-liquid separation process, in which an 
immiscible solvent is added to the feed solution. The solvent is typically composed of an organic 
diluent solution, and an organic extractant, which must be highly selective for the element or 
compound to be separated. Phase modifiers can also be added to improve properties such as 
solubility of the extractant in the diluent and stability in extreme pH [44, 47]. The water-dissolved 
element or compound of interest, in this case Cs and Sr, migrate to the solvent by chemical affinity, 
and bonds to the extractant, being later removed with the solvent. 
Within the nuclear technology field, solvent extraction processes are widely used in several 
applications, including the aforementioned PUREX process, used in the recovery of Uranium and 
Plutonium. Solvent extraction processes were investigated for the separation of Cs+ and Sr2+ in 
both alkaline and acidic media [30]. An advantage of separating Cs and Sr by solvent extraction is 
the easy incorporation into the HLW treatment flow sheet along with other processes [44].  
For the sequestration of Cs+ and Sr2+ the development of selective extractants has received 
increased attention, in particular for crown-ethers (i.e. a ring containing several ether groups) and 
calixarenes compounds (i.e. organics formed from p- hydrocarbylphenols and formaldehyde) [44]. 
The extraction of radioisotopes by these organic compounds occurs by electrostatic interactions, 
such as ion-dipole and cation-π interactions, although the extractant structure is also a determining 
factor [30]. Many solvents are considered for this application including nitrobenzene, toluene, 
kerosene, and mixture of solvents [20, 30, 44]. 
Solvent extraction of Sr was evaluated using the SREX process in the acidic HLW from 
Idaho National Laboratory (INL) [48], although combined Cs/Sr extraction is typically preferred 
as it promotes a simplified treatment flow sheet [5]. Another investigated process is the UNEX, 
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which allows co-extraction of the two fission products in acidic media, and was tested by INL 
researchers in collaboration with the Khlopin Radium Institute (Russia) [49]. However, the 
literature contains fewer studies for solvent extraction processes in alkaline wastes, especially for 
the separation of strontium [44].  
For cesium partitioning, the Caustic-Side Solvent Extraction (CSSX) process has gained 
increased attention for its potential application in the alkaline wastes of SRS. The CSSX process, 
previously known as Cesium Solvent Extraction (CSEX), was developed by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL), and has since then being improved by the use of new phase modifiers, such 
as 1-(2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropoxy)-3-(4-sec-butyIphenoxy)-2-propanol (“Cs-7SB”) [35, 47, 44]. 
Along with the modifiers, the solvent used in the CSSX process contains the extractant 
calix[4]arene-bis(tert-octylbenzo-crown-6) (“BOBCalixC6”), which structure is shown in Figure 
2-5. The diluent employed is the hydrocarbon Isopar L [50], which is also used in the transuranic 
extraction process TRUEX [44], facilitating the integration between operations.  
 
 
Figure 2-5. Structure of the extractant BOBCalixC6 




Despite the significant advances in solvent extraction processes for Cs and Sr, a robust 
method for simultaneous Cs/Sr separation from alkaline wastes has yet to be developed. In 
addition, a drawback in employing solvent extraction for nuclear waste decontamination is the 
generation of organic liquid waste, mainly composed of toxic solvents [6]  
2.2.2. Ion-Exchange 
Ion Exchange is a liquid-solid separation process that is typically employed in columns for 
treatment of larger volumes. Inside the columns, the waste stream passes through a bed packed 
with ion-exchanger media and, by replacing the counter-ion in the exchanger structure, the target 
ion is captured. Additionally, many ion exchange materials may also uptake metal ions by 
adsorption, further increasing the separation effectiveness [6].  
Advantages of using ion exchange for Cs/Sr removal from HLW includes the great volume 
processing capacity, and an increasing number of selective materials has been investigated for the 
uptake of radioisotopes [8]. Another benefit is that the ion exchange media is prepared for 
immobilization and final disposal, without generation of secondary waste, because often the 
sorbents are not regenerated [5]. 
Inorganic ion exchangers, in particular, are receiving more attention due to their high 
selectivity, and structural, thermo, and chemical stability [51], in either natural or synthesized 
form. Candidate ion exchangers include zeolites, ammonium phosphomolybdate (AMPs), 




Zeolites are porous aluminosilicates, which framework is negatively charged, balanced by 
exchangeable cations located in the structure voids. Within the zeolite class, the synthesized 
variants are preferred due to enhanced ion exchange properties and structural stability, although 
natural zeolites are abundant and low-cost [8].  
One synthetic zeolite of particular interest is Zeolite A, also known as LTA (Linde Type A 
structure), which features exchangeable sodium ions in the lattice. LTA cage framework provide 
two different aperture diameter of 0.42 nm and 0.22 nm (Figure 2-6), hence only part of the cages 
are compatible with of Cs and Sr ionic sizes of 0.33 nm and 0.24 nm, respectively [8]. 
Investigations on Zeolite A indicate higher effectiveness for strontium uptake rather than for 
cesium, likely driven by the Sr smaller ionic size [52]. However, uptake of strontium by Zeolite A 
is greatly impacted by increasing acidity. Merceille, et al. (2012) observed a near-constant uptake 
of Sr by Zeolite A between pH 6 and 12, but Sr sorption plummeted at pH values below 6 [53]. 
The same study on Zeolite A saw a gradual, but significant decrease in Sr uptake when Na+ 
concentration increased up to 1 M. 
Improvement of zeolite selectivity has been investigated with the addition of crown-ethers 
and calixarenes functional groups, which are also used in solvent extraction processes [30, 54]. 
Other zeolites considered for the separation of Cs+ and Sr2+ are modernite and chabazite, the latter 
being a major component in the ion-exchangers IONSIV IE-95 and IE-96, produced by Honeywell 
UOP (Des Plaines, IL) [7]. However, zeolites are only efficient ion exchangers in a narrow pH 






Figure 2-6. (a) LTA α-cage (0.42nm); (b) LTA β-cage (0.22nm) 
Modified from Figueiredo, et al. (2017) [8] 2 
 
 
2.2.2.2. Ammonium phosphomolybdates (AMPs) 
Ammonium phosphomolybdates, or AMPs, is a class of composite materials based on the 
ammonium salt of the phosphomolybdic acid ((NH4)3P(Mo3O10)4·3H2O). AMP was discovered to 
be an efficient ion exchanger, replacing ammonium by cesium in its framework [8]. AMP powder 
form requires a binder material in order to be granulated, allowing its employment in large-scale 
column operations. Candidate matrices for the AMP powder consist of inorganic binders, such as 
asbestos and silica (SiO2), and organic materials, including polyacrylonitrile (PAN), within many 
other investigated materials [56]. The inorganic composite AMP/SiO2 has been proven to uptake 
                                                 
2 Original caption: “(a) Synthetic zeolite A (LTA) α-cage with an aperture diameter of 0.42 nm; (b) sodalite and LTA 




cesium from acidic solutions, and has the advantages of improved reliability for final disposal, and 
radiation stability [57]. 
When immobilized in PAN, the composite AMP-PAN is able to capture cesium in a pH 
range of 2 to 12, at constant uptake rate. In contrast, strontium uptake by AMP-PAN is significantly 
increased at higher pH [58]. AMP-PAN is considered for the treatment of radioactive laundry 
wastewater, which consists of liquid streams from rinsing equipment, clothing, and other 
contaminated instruments used in nuclear power plants and laboratories. However, studies have 
indicated that anionic and cationic surfactants present in these streams reduce the uptake of cesium 
and other radioisotopes by AMP-PAN [58].  
Although selective towards cesium, AMP-PAN has its uptake rate significantly affected by 
the presence of low-concentration (10-2 – 10-3 M) cations such as Na+ and Ca2+. The competition 
with sodium may compromise the usability of AMP-PAN in the treatment of HLW liquid streams 
from DOE sites, as Na+ concentrations are as high as 7 M (Table 2-2). In addition, final disposal 
by vitrification of organic AMP composites is questionable due to their lower radiation stability 
[57]. The literature still lacks evaluations on the Cs+ and Sr2+ uptake by AMP composites in 
extreme alkaline liquid HLW, characteristic from DOE underground tank wastes in Savannah 
River, for instance. 
2.2.2.1. Titanosilicates 
Titanosilicates is another class of ion-exchange materials that has received attention of 
researchers for its selectivity towards Cs and Sr; and it also the subject of this thesis work. 
Titanosilicates are generally formed by titanium oxides, in tetrahedral or octahedral coordination, 
linked to tetrahedral Silica oxide groups [51]. The structure is electrostatically balanced by cations, 
typically sodium or potassium, strongly bound to oxygen atoms; these alkali metals can also be in 
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the structure tunnels and voids. Cs or Sr can be captured by replacing the counter-ion in either of 
the sites, although the ones present in the tunnels are more easily exchanged [8].  
Different research groups have developed a variety of titanosilicates for the uptake of 
radioisotopes from nuclear waste streams. The universities of Aveiro (Portugal) and Manchester 
(England), for instance, have synthesized new materials, such as AM-4, and synthetic analogues 
to natural minerals, namely AM-2, which is equivalent to the mineral umbite [59]. The layered 
AM-4 was investigated by Decaillon et al. [60] for its uptake of alkali metals and alkali earth ions, 
and high affinity for Sr2+, more than for Cs+, was attested. AM-4 is also a promising material for 
the separation other radioactive cations such as americium, uranium and plutonium [61, 62].  
Engelhard Corporation also investigated microporous titanosilicate materials for uptake of 
various radioisotopes and toxic metals, such as lead and mercury [63]; these materials are named 
ETS-n. Promising materials from this family include ETS-4, (Na9Si12Ti5O38(OH)•12H2O) which 
is similar to the mineral zorite [51], and ETS-10, which has a polymorphic structure analog to 
zeolite β [8]. Pavel, et al. [64] evaluated the sorption performance of ETS-10 towards cations such 
as Cs+, Hg2+, and Co2+, in the absence of competing cations. Elevated affinity of ETS-10 for cesium 
was demonstrated, however, further investigations on ETS-10 ion exchange capabilities revealed 
limited selectivity towards strontium [65]. 
Another prominent titanosilicate is the crystalline silicotitanate (CST), which was 
developed by Texas A&M University in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) 
[9]. This synthetic material was later found to be analog to naturally-occurring Russian mineral 
sitinakite [16, 66], and has received increased attention due to its high selectivity for cesium. 
Investigations on the sitinakite structure as an ion exchanger, and its secondary phase, natisite, will 
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be discussed in more details in section 2.3. Table 2-3 summarizes the main titanosilicate sorbents 
evaluated for cesium and strontium removal.  
 




Ideal formula Pore diameter References 
ETS-4 Zorite Na9Si12Ti5O38(OH) 12H2O 0.3 - 0.5 nm [67, 68] 
ETS-10 Zeolite β Na1.5K0.5TiSi5O13 nH2O 0.8 nm [64, 69] 




Na3Ti2O2[Si2O6]2 2H2O (layered)- 
[61, 62]. 
TAM-5 or CST Sitinakite Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O 0.35 nm [9, 13, 70] 
 
 
2.3. Investigations on sitinakite and natisite ion exchangers 
2.3.1. Sitinakite Structure and Properties 
The novel titanosilicate material (Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O) was first synthesized in the early 
1990s as TAM-5 (Texas A&M silicate number 5), and is commonly referred as CST and sitinakite 
in the literature. An engineered CST formulation by Honeywell UOP (Des Plaines, IL) resulted in 
the products IONSIV IE-910 (powder) and IONSIV IE-911 (granular), currently commercialized 
as R9120-P and R9120-B, respectively. Despite the different nomenclatures, the exceptional 
selectivity for Cs observed in CST, TAM-5 and the aforementioned IONSIV products is related to 
the sitinakite structure, thus, these names are used interchangeably in this study. 
The crystalline structure of sitinakite is composed of cluster of four TiO6 octahedra bind 
by SiO4 tetrahedra groups, forming uniform 0.78 nm unit cells of four connected clusters. As these 
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interconnected clusters replicate through the c-axis, the unit cell creates one-dimensional channels 
in the framework. Poojary et al. [70] resolved the structure of CST and described its synthesis. The 
authors indicated the presence of Na ions in two different locations: Na1 is connected to the 
framework, alternating with the silicate tetrahedral across the c-axis, while Na2 is scattered 
through the channels. Water molecules also occupy two different sites, either bind to Na1 or Na2. 
The general understanding is that Cs+ replaces Na2 in the channels [8]. The structural model of 






Figure 2-7. Structural Model of the sitinakite Crystal 
In the framework, Ti octahedral is in dark gray and Si tetrahedral in green; Na ions are represented by blue circles, and oxygen 
atoms are in red. Modified from (Hall, 2017)3 
 
 
Substitutions within the sitinakite structure were investigated by replacing portion of the 
Titanium by other metals, mainly Niobium and Germanium [12, 71, 72]. Nb-sitinakite 
demonstrated higher selectivity for Cs than its Ti form, although affinity for Sr decreased [12]. 
Nb- substitution also increased Cs uptake from high alkalinity solutions, which was reported low 
in Ti-sitinakite [73, 9]. Tripathi et al. [12] compared the by sitinakite and Nb-sitinakite and 
observed that higher coordination number (CN) for Cs and Sr drove the selectivity. Nb-sitinakite 
                                                 




removed more Cs due to an increase in coordination number at both suitable sites, while a decrease 
in the Sr coordination environment lead to a decline of its uptake. The authors suggested that 
replacement of Ti4+ by Nb5+ formed less sodium in Na2 position, equilibrating the framework 
change, and more water was dispersed in the channels. These hydrations sites were responsible for 
the coordination increase, although it did not improve the diffusion of Cs across the channel. [73]. 
Besides the coordination environment, other phenomena that hinder Cs and Sr uptake by 
Sitinakite include the limited diffusion through the channels, due to the tight aperture (0.35 nm vs. 
0.33 nm Cs ionic diameter) [70, 8]. Degree of crystallinity also affects the uptake of Cs and Sr, 
and generally, poorly crystalline formulations presents higher selectivity, consequence of smaller 
crystal particles and higher surface area [46]. In addition, sensitivity to elevated temperatures, 
acidity, alkalinity, and concentrations of competing cations, i.e. Na+ and Ca2+, are suggested to 
compromise selectivity as well [9, 10, 74, 75]. The influence of the aforementioned factors on the 
sitinakite selectivity is the focus of section 2.3.2.  
2.3.2. Uncertainties over the sorption of Cs and Sr by sitinakite under various conditions 
The selectivity for the target cation is a critical factor, if not the most critical, when 
evaluating a sorbent for Cs+ and Sr2+ removal. However, many conditions that are typically present 
in the wastes of SRS and Hanford defy this affinity. The composition of these wastes, as discussed 
previously, is complex and accounts for high salt levels (Table 2-2), many orders of magnitude 
above of the Cs+ and Sr2+ concentrations [2]. High Na concentration and high alkalinity are typical 
conditions of these wastes, and sitinakite sorption properties are affected by those factors, 
especially by alkalinity. 
Anthony et al. [9] observed a decrease in Cs uptake from sodium bearing solutions (5.7 M 
Na) by early synthesized batches of TAM-5. Selectivity for Cs also decreased continuously from 
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pH 6 to 13. Conversely, the authors noticed an improvement in Sr2+ selectivity when 0.6M OH- 
was added to the 5.7 M Na+ solution. These results largely match those obtained by Solbra et al. 
[10], which investigated the uptake of Cs and Sr by sitinakite in different levels of alkalinity, 
acidity and competition with Na+ and Ca2+. Cesium uptake was only slightly hindered by Na+ 
levels up to 3 M. However, NaOH concentrations above 0.5 M dramatically declined the sorption 
of Cs, demonstrating that sitinakite selectivity for Cs is very sensitive to alkalinity. The opposite 
was observed in the uptake of Sr, which obtained better results in alkaline matrices rather than in 
high sodium solutions. Other results from that study indicated that Sr removal was highly sensitive 
to low amounts of acid (i.e. HNO3) and Ca2+, albeit for Cs this impact was gradual as 
concentrations increased. 
Sitinakite performance is also conditional to its thermal stability during its employment in 
column operations and at interim storage prior to final immobilization. Moller et al. [75] observed 
a collapse in the different sodium titanosilicate frameworks when calcinated at 400 oC, which also 
compromised their ion exchange performance for Cs and Sr. This deterioration was attributed in 
that study to the structural water loss at elevated temperatures. Wilmarth et al. [76] also observed 
loss of crystallinity when evaluating the engineered sitinakite-based ion exchanger IONSIV IE-
911 after heat treatment. The authors observed a decrease in total pore volume in IE-911 heated to 
250 oC for two hours. 
Thorogood et al. [11] reported similar hydration decline at increasing temperatures when 
evaluating sitinakite in specific. The authors observed loss of crystallinity and phase 
transformation, following the structural water depletion when sitinakite was exposed to 
temperatures between 200 oC and 450 oC. It was suggested that when the structural water 
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molecules, bind to Na1, are removed from the framework, Na1 is relocated to the center to the 
channels, triggering the phase transformation. 
The concern over elevated temperatures is also valid from the operational standpoint: In a 
column operation scenario, the exposure to elevated temperatures can last several days, depending 
on the column design and breakthrough time. Lee and King [15] modeling studies indicate a 
decrease in CST performance for cesium uptake starting at 50 oC when employed in small column 
(15-feet height) at SRS. Columns packed with Cs-loaded CST are also predicted to reach nearly 
130 oC without cooling, and just below 90 oC with active cooling within 6 days [14]. The 
temperature of 130 oC is given as the maximum because it is the boiling point for the SRS 
supernatant; otherwise, the highest temperature is predicted to exceed 150 oC. The indication that 
CST performance is compromised at temperatures even below 100 oC, during longer periods, may 
be a suggestion of structure degradation. There are only a few studies in the literature on the 
structural stability of sitinakite upon heat exposure, but none correlates these impacts to its ion 
exchange properties.  
Indications that the thermal stability of sitinakite is weaker than previously thought is an 
issue for its application in the sorption of high heat-emitting cations, such as 137Cs. The impact of 
the radiogenic heat emitted by Cs in spent CST was simulated for interim disposal. In the worst 
case scenario, the temperatures could raise up to 170 oC in the bottom of the tank containing the 
used sorbent [15]. Temperatures at this magnitude, or even lower, could cause deterioration of Cs-
loaded sitinakite and lead to desorption and leaching of the radioisotope [7]. Thus, further 
investigations in the thermal stability of sitinakite must be conducted, along with consideration for 
most thermally resistant sorbents. 
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2.3.3. Investigations on natisite as ion-exchanger 
During synthesis, sitinakite crystals are usually accompanied by secondary phases, such as 
Nonatitanate, and natisite, both being less crystalline than CST [19]. Modifications in the synthesis 
procedure allows the production of pure individual phases. Nonatitanate (Na4Ti9O20•nH2O) is a 
layered structure that has been considered for the uptake of strontium from alkaline defense wastes, 
by itself or composite with sitinakite [77]. However, natisite (Na2TiSiO5) has been overlooked as 
a potential ion exchanger, despite being thermodynamically more stable than highly crystalline 
titanosilicates [19].  
Natisite possesses a layered framework composed of TiO5 pyramids that alternates with 
SiO4 tetrahedra through the b- and c-axis, and sodium ions equilibrating the framework charge 
[18]; structural model of natisite is shown in Figure 2-8. The interlayer space, or d-spacing, is 
reportedly between 0.27 and 0.28 nm [19, 78], which would naturally favor the sorption of Sr2+ 
(ionic size = 0.24 nm) rather than Cs+ (ionic size = 0.33 nm).  
This material was disregarded as a potential sorbent for Cs/Sr during sitinakite 
development and later investigations. However, in search for more thermally stable materials for 
this application, natisite appears a worthwhile material to be investigated. Results from infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) from Peng and Liu [17] suggested that 
natisite only undergo phase transformation at nearly 800 oC, and its structural degradation starts at 
900 oC. These results and the absence of structural water molecules may indicate a more stable 
structure over sitinakite. However, no study to the present knowledge has investigated how natisite 




Figure 2-8. Structure Model of the Natisite Crystal 
In the framework Ti octahedral is in dark gray, and Si tetrahedral in green; Na ions are represented by dark blue circles and 
oxygen atoms are in red. Modified from (Hall, 2017)4 
 
 
The few investigations available on natisite as an ion-exchanger for Cs+ and Sr2+ was 
recently conducted by Hall, R. [18]. In these investigations, pure natisite displayed high affinity 
for of Cerium (Ce4+) and Neodymium (Nd3+), but not for Cs+ and Sr2+ in the absence of other ions. 
Uptake of Ce4+ and Nd3+ was evaluated as surrogated for plutonium and uranium ions.  
                                                 




Hall also studied substitution of fraction of titanium in the natisite structure, as 10% and 
20% of Ti was replaced by zirconium, inspired by similar modifications in sitinakite using 
niobium. Ion exchange studies with Zr-natisite indicate an improvement in the uptake of Cs+ and 
Sr2+. Removal of cesium, for instance, increased from 4% by pure natisite, to 39% using 20% Zr-
natisite. The Zr addition in the framework is suggested to facilitate the access of cations to 
exchange sites. This phenomenon may be resulted of incorporating the larger zirconium ion, which 
would create wider layers in the framework. The exchange results obtained by Hall using natisite, 
10% Zr-, and 20% Zr-natisite at neutral conditions (pH=7) are summarized in Table 2-4.  
 
Table 2-4. Percent exchange of Cs+ and Sr2+ by natisite and Zr-natisites in neutral conditions 
 natisite 10% Zr-natisite 20% Zr-natisite 
Cs+ 4% 7% 39% 
Sr2+ 6% 21% 18% 
Modified from (Hall, R.; 2017) 
 
 
Hall, R. (2018) also evaluated uptake of Cs and Sr by natisite and Zr-natisites in acidic 
conditions and the results are summarized in Table 2-5. At pH=3, natisite doped with Zr sorbed 
more Cs+ and Sr2+ than pure natisite. For instance, Cs+ uptake increased from 9% to 50% by 
incorporating 20% Zr in the natisite structure. Sorption at low pH was higher than at pH=7 (Table 




Table 2-5. Percent exchange of Cs+ and Sr2+ by natisite and Zr-natisites in acidic conditions 
 natisite 10% Zr-natisite 20% Zr-natisite 
Cs+ 9% 45% 50% 
Sr2+ 13% 28% 30% 
Modified from (Hall, R.; 2017) 
 
In addition, Hall also conducted sorption experiments for natisite and Zr-natisites in the 
presence of competing cations (Ca2+, K+, Mg2+).The effect of each competing ion was evaluated 
separately, and in 0.1 M solutions. Cesium and strontium were added in the same concentrations 
as the competing ions. The Zr-substituted materials improved the selectivity for Cs+ in spite of the 
presence of the three competing ions evaluated. Conversely, addition of Zr resulted in negligible 
differences in the uptake of Sr2+. The presence of Ca2+ impacted the most the sorption of Sr2+, 
while all three competing ions seems to affect Cs+ sorption equally. The uptake results in the 
presence of competing ions is summarized in Table 2-6 for Cs+ and in Table 2-7 for Sr2+. 
Comparing with the results at neutral conditions (Table 2-4), the uptake of Cs and Sr by natisite 
and Zr-natisites was improved by the presence of all thee competing ions, suggesting that other 
ions facilitate the sorption of Cs and Sr to natisite [18].  
 
Table 2-6. Percent exchange of Cs+ by natisite and Zr-natisites in the presence of competing ions 
 natisite 10% Zr-natisite 20% Zr-natisite 
Ca2+ 35% 42% 43% 
K+ 35% 41% 40% 
Mg2+ 33% 44% 38% 
Modified from (Hall, R.; 2017) 
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Table 2-7. Percent exchange of Sr2+ by natisite and Zr-natisites in the presence of competing ions 
 natisite 10% Zr-natisite 20% Zr-natisite 
Ca2+ 22% 19% 21% 
K+ 28% 27% 30% 
Mg2+ 26% 26% 25% 
Modified from (Hall, R.; 2017) 
 
Despite the results from Hall, studies on natisite as an ion exchanger are scarce, and the 
uptake mechanisms, effect of the degree of crystallinity, and other metal substitutions on natisite 





3. The Influence of Thermal Processing on the Sorption of Cesium 
and Strontium by Sitinakite 
Note: A version of this chapter has been submitted to Microporous & Mesoporous Materials as a 
manuscript by the research team who worked in this project. The editor has requested revisions 
that were submitted on September 12th, 2019.  
3.1. Abstract 
Sitinakite, an open framework titanosilicate, is recognized as an excellent sorption media to 
remove strontium and cesium from nuclear waste solutions. The sorption media employed in the 
remediation of radioactive wastes must have thermal and chemical stability to be useful. When 
used during treatment operations or at interim disposal storage, the sorbent is exposed to the heat 
generated by radioisotopes of Cs and Sr. The present study investigates the structural stability and 
sorption performance of sitinakites under conditions of elevated temperatures between 50°C and 
550 °C. X-ray diffraction revealed that major structural changes are initiated with heating, reducing 
the crystallinity of the material. The FTIR results also indicate that simultaneous and irreversible 
dehydration of the materials occurred with elevated temperatures under the conditions studied. 
Thermal processing also influences the sorption of Cs+, which decreases rapidly as the temperature 
increases. Adsorption of Cs+ was reduced by 80% when sitinakite was treated at 550 °C when 
compared to the material processed at 50 °C and at neutral pH. In contrast, the sorption of Sr2+ 
decreased substantially only when the processing temperature reached 550 °C under the same 
conditions. In addition, the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ followed different trends as a function of pH 
after thermally treating sitinakite doped with tin. The sorption of Cs+ by Sn-sitinakite decreased as 
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a function of increased processing temperature and higher alkalinity. In contrast, the sorption of 
Sr2+ increased at higher alkalinity for the heat-treated Sn-sitinakite. The sorption differences 
suggest that Cs+ uptake is structurally driven, while Sr2+ sorption is influenced by both the structure 
and the surface electrostatics of the material, but more strongly by the last factor. These results 
suggest the effectiveness of the materials may be compromised when processed or exposed to 
elevated temperatures due to changes in structure, hydration, and electrostatic interactions. 
 
3.2. Introduction  
Large quantities of radioactive waste have been generated in the production of nuclear 
weapons, with Cs+ and Sr2+ accounting for a significant fraction [11]. Most of this waste is 
contained in the Department of Energy’s (DOE) high-level storage sites [16]. Therefore, materials 
that can be effectively used for the sorption and removal of Cs+ and Sr2+ from storage tanks and 
contaminated groundwater are needed. The goal is to minimize radioactive waste in surrounding 
groundwater, while also reducing the larger volume confined in storage tanks, which may leak in 
the future. Inorganic sorbents offer several benefits over organic ion-exchangers [8], when used 
for the remediation of radioactive waste. For example, inorganic sorbents, i.e. titanosilicates, may 
offer increased radiation, chemical, and thermal stability [79, 80]. In particular, sitinakite is a 
highly selective titanosilicate and is the base component of the crystalline silicotitanate (CST), 
which is considered a standard for the removal Cs+ [16, 9]. 
Sitinakite is a kinetic phase in the Ti, Si, O, H, and Na system that is generally accompanied 
by secondary titanium-oxides and/or titanates. This system contains three primary phases 
including Nonatitanate, sitinakite, and natisite. Nonatitanate (Na4Ti9O20∙xH2O) is a layered 
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titanium-oxyhydroxide that is highly effective at removing Sr2+ from alkaline solutions, although 
it is not as effective at removing Cs+ under the same conditions [16, 71]. Nonatitanate is the first 
phase to precipitate in the formation of titanium silicates, and it can then be transformed into either 
sitinakite and/or natisite [16]. Sitinakite (Na2Ti2O3SiO4∙2H2O) has a pore structure, and it is highly 
selective for both Cs+ and Sr2+ [11, 70]. The sitinakite structure also allows for isomorphic 
substitutions within its framework, which can further enhance its adsorption capacity. One of the 
most common substitutions is the replacement of Ti with Nb [46]. This changes the pore-geometry, 
as well as the hydration state of the channels, increasing the adsorption capacity of the material 
[46, 12]. In addition, this material is commercialized, and its engineered form is IONSIV IE-911, 
which is frequently used in the remediation of radioactive wastes. Finally, natisite (Na2TiSiO5) has 
a layered structure, and to date has not been shown to be an effective sorbent [16]. It should be 
noted, that previous work has suggested Zr4+ substitution may increase the sorbent properties of 
this material [81, 18]; however, the mechanism responsible for the increased adsorption remains 
unknown. 
Currently, few investigations have examined the structural stability and sorption properties 
of sitinakite under the conditions in which it is likely to be employed. Although this material has 
demonstrated a sorption capacity, as well as selectivity for Cs+ and Sr2+, the correlation of 
structural stability and sorption has not been extensively evaluated. Specifically, sitinakite is 
potentially less stable than previously believed when exposed to elevated temperatures, and its 
affinity for Cs+ and Sr2+ remains unknown under these conditions. Therefore, there is a need to 
evaluate the influence of thermal exposure with respect to the sorption and remediation of 
radioactive waste. Sitinakite has been suggested as a possible alternative to zeolites, which can 
decompose in caustic solutions [9]. However, the transition of sitinakite to natisite may occur from 
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thermal rather than chemical processes. Therefore, thermal exposure may influence the longevity 
and performance of these materials. 
For remediation applications, the sorbent (e.g. sitinakite) is generally placed in ion-
exchange columns, and the contaminated water is passed through the material. Contaminants are 
embedded through a process of ion exchange and/or through surface sorption using the media. The 
uptake of Cs+ and Sr2+ increases the internal temperature of the sorbent due to heat generation 
through radioactive decay. The heat generated exposes the sorbent and water in the surrounding 
pores to thermal gradients. To avoid excessive heat, the columns can be cooled using a chilled 
water loop. Several researchers have estimated important parameters such as heat capacity [82] 
and thermal conductivity [83] for TAM-5 (IONSIV products), which is commercially available 
and currently used for Cs+ removal. For example, if one assumes a simplified heat transfer 
configuration from sitinakite to the surrounding water, the Cs+ as attached to the media, a half-life 
of 30.17 years for 137Cs, and the typical media capacity for Cs+ of 1.4 mmol/gram [84], the 
temperature of the water in the column could increase to 500 °C after 10 hours of operation. Other 
scientists have estimated that temperatures of sitinakite loaded with Cs and Sr could increase up 
to 1000 °C in interim storage due to the radiogenic heat [85]. Typical waste loading from 
commercial nuclear processes, when placed within a long-term storage facility/site, could generate 
enough heat from radioactive decay to produce initial temperatures as high as 600 °C within the 
sorption material. The temperatures could remain as high as 300 °C after 100 years [86]. These 
studies highlight the possible role of radioactive heat, which may potentially influence the 
sitinakite structure, stability, and the sorption properties. 
In the present study, the stability of the sitinakite structure under elevated processing 
temperatures after synthesis is investigated. The focus was on synthesizing a fine-grained product 
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as this has been previously shown to enhance sorption by decreasing diffusion pathways and 
increasing the overall surface area [46]. Sitinakite was heated post synthesis, and the structural 
properties and sorption characteristics were evaluated. The results are directly compared to 
previous studies that have evaluated the thermal dehydration of the sitinakite structure. The 
materials are evaluated with respect to the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+, with an emphasis on evaluating 
the structural and chemical stability after thermal treatment. Similarly, the sorption characteristics 
of sitinakite doped with Sn are examined as a function of pH to determine the impact of thermal 
processing, and subsequent changes in structure, on the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ based on proposed 
mechanisms. 
3.3. Experimental 
3.3.1. Synthesis and Thermal Treatment of Sitinakite and Sn-sitinakite 
Sitinakite and Sn-sitinakite were synthesized to evaluate the influence of crystallinity on 
the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ as a function of thermally processing. Sitinakite synthesis was 
conducted by mixing 41.04 g of tetraethylorthosilicate with 29.97 g of titanium-isopropoxide [70]. 
This was followed by the addition of 191.80 g of 6 M NaOH, resulting in the formation of a white 
precipitate. Water (135.0 g) was then added to dilute the solution and allow for proper mixing. The 
mixture was then transferred to 125 mL Parr-vessels (Parr Instrument Company, Moline, IL) and 
heated to 170 °C for eight days. The precipitate was removed from the Parr-vessels, vacuum 
filtered, and washed three times with ~ 5 ml of 18.2 MΩ•cm deionized water. The precipitate was 
then dried at 50 °C and lightly ground in a mortar and pestle. The thermal treatment of the dried 
and ground sitinakite material was achieved in an oven operated at the temperatures of 50, 150, 
250, 350, 450, and 550 °C. The samples were maintained in the oven at a given temperature for 
two hours and were then removed and cooled to room temperature before characterization by x-
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ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and sorption studies at 
neutral pH. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used to determine the 
final concentration of the contaminants, which was used to calculate the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ 
by the thermally treated sitinakite 
A second synthesis for was performed to produce Sn-sitinakite, which was used to evaluate 
the sorption of Cs and Sr after thermal processing and over a range of pH values. 
Sn-sitinakite was synthesized by mixing 16.6 g of tetraethylorthosilicate with 16.9 g of titanium-
isopropoxide, and 6.9 g of tin-chloride pentahydrate [70]. This was followed by the addition of 
106.5 g of 6 M NaOH, resulting in the formation of a white precipitate. Water (75.0 g) was then 
added to dilute the solution and allow for proper mixing. The mixture was then transferred to 125 
mL Parr-vessels and heated to 200 °C for eight days. The precipitate was removed from the Parr-
vessels, vacuum filtered, and washed three times with ~ 5 ml of 18.2 MΩ•cm water. The precipitate 
was then dried at 50 °C and lightly ground in a mortar and pestle. XRD was performed to confirm 
the sitinakite structure prior to sorption studies (Appendix A). The Sn-bearing sitinakite was 
subsequently heated at 100, 200, and 550 °C for two hours and then thermally equilibrated to 
atmospheric conditions. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used to 
determine the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ on the thermally treated Sn-sitinakite tested at initial pH 
values of 4, 6, and 10. 
3.3.2. X-Ray Diffraction 
All samples were lightly ground in a mortar and pestle before being placed in the sample 
holders. XRD data were collected for the synthesized materials using a Bruker D8 X-Ray 
Diffractometer at 40 kV, and 40 mA using CuKα radiation. Data were collected from 5.143 - 
60.111° 2θ, with a step size of 0.010 degrees. The dwell time was set to 0.5 seconds, as the 
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sitinakite structure has been previously refined and long dwell times were not required for phase 
identification [70]. Phase identification was performed with the software MATCH (Crystal Impact 
GbR, 2011).  
3.3.3. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
FTIR measurements were achieved using a Digilab FTIR FTS-7000 spectrometer, with a 
MTEC model 300 photoacoustic detector. The photoacoustic response was obtained using 64 
scans, which were averaged to produce a single spectrum with a final resolution of 2 cm-1. Prior to 
analysis, all samples were thoroughly purged with He, which acts as the signal transducer.  
3.3.4. Cs and Sr Sorption Studies 
Batch sorption tests, using non-radioactive Cs+ and Sr2+ solutions and the synthesized and 
post processed materials, were performed. Preliminary batch experiments were conducted with 
contact times of one or three days to determine the time required for sorption to stabilize. Sorption 
values for one day and three days were not significantly different and the shorter times were used 
in experiments reported in this study. The tests used 250 mL High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) 
bottles containing 100 mL of 25 ppm Cs+ or Sr2+ solution. Supported by sorption capacities 
reported for similar materials [56], 10 mg of the sorbent was added to the Cs+ containing samples. 
Similarly, 14 mg of the sorbent was added to the samples containing Sr2+. The addition of different 
amounts of sorbent aimed to equilibrate the proportion of contaminant to sorbent, in terms of mmol 
of contaminant per gram of sorbent. The sorption tests were performed in triplicate for both Cs+ 
and Sr2+ for sitinakite, and single samples for Sn-sitinakite, and the results are plotted in terms of 
% contaminant removed. The capacities in mmol/g (contaminant/sorbent) were also calculated and 
are reported on Appendix B.  
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The adsorption batch bottles were closed and securely placed in a rotary shaker 
(Gearmotor, Bodine Electric Company, Northfield, IL), and mixed at 30 rpm for the desired 
contact time. After the one-day contact period, the bottles were removed from the shaker and the 
contents were filtered, using a 0.45um-pore polyamide membrane filter (Whatman GC/C MF or 
equivalent). The sorption material was filtered, the pH and concentrations of Cs+ and Sr2+ were 
measured for the solution. The measurements were performed using ICP-MS, ELAN DRC II 
(Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). Samples were diluted prior to ICP analysis using 1% ultrapure 
nitric acid solution (HNO3) (Aristar Ultra, VWR International, Radnor, PA). The sorption capacity 
of the materials was determined using the concentrations of Cs+ and Sr2+ from the ICP-MS 
analyses. 
3.3.5. Batch adsorption reagents and pH controls 
Laboratory grade 1,000 mg/L stock solutions of Cs+ and Sr2+ were prepared using CsNO3 
(99.999% purity) and Sr(NO3)2 (99.9965 % purity, Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA), and 18.2 MΩ•cm 
deionized water. Heat-treated sitinakites were tested at neutral conditions (i.e. deionized water). 
For the sorption tests using Sn-sitinakite, the desired initial pH values were achieved by adding to 
the sample solution amounts of sulfuric acid (H2SO4), for samples with initial pH of 4 and 6, and 
of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), for samples at initial pH=10. Those amounts were determined based 
on titration using deionized water. Sulfuric acid was chosen as the acidifying agent, as SO42- 
bearing chemistry has been used in titanosilicate synthesis previously, including sitinakite and its 
ionic radii precludes it from occupying pores in the sitinakite structure [68, 87]. Adding the 
synthesized materials to deionized water promoted a significant increase in pH, due to the high 
alkalinity of the materials used in the synthesis process. Therefore, final pH of all samples 
increased after the testing; the final pH values are reported on Appendix C. 
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3.4. Results and Discussion 
3.4.1. The influence of thermal processing on the sitinakite structure 
Thermal processing of sitinakite was evaluated using both XRD and FTIR spectroscopy. 
The crystal structure was probed based upon previous studies, in which reversible changes in the 
crystallinity of the sitinakite structure, were observed as a function of heating and exposure to air 
[11]. The previous experiments examined sitinakite heated to 450 °C for 30 minutes. A reversible 
phase transformation for the material was observed at 300 °C when exposed to atmospheric 
moisture for the previous study [11]. The reversibility of the structure was attributed to a 
dehydration/hydration process that maintained the overall sitinakite crystallinity, even with 
thermal exposure up to 450 °C. However, the authors also observed a small decrease in the unit 
cell volume of approximately 7% at temperatures exceeding 425 °C. The change is consistent with 
a small loss of water and change in pore structure. The influence of the thermal treatment of the 
sitinakite structure, hydration, and reversibility were not analyzed relative to the overall sorption 
of either Cs+ or Sr2+. Moreover, structural phase transitions and dehydration have previously been 
shown to play a critical role in the efficacy of sorbents in the removal of isotopes from radioactive 
waste [88]. Specifically, volume reductions within the sorbents unit cell may increase fluid 
pressure, driving radioactive waste out from the sorbent into the environment, creating a backflow 
at elevated temperatures [68]. 
The sitinakite materials in the present study were exposed to increasing temperatures for 
two hours rather than the 30 minutes utilized in the previous study [11]. The increased exposure 
time was employed to determine if the overall structural reversibility and hydration/dehydration 
of the materials were influenced by increased exposure time and processing temperature. The 
crystallinity of sitinakite was evaluated using XRD after the samples were allowed to cool to room 
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temperature in atmosphere. The XRD results are shown in Figure 3-1.The goal was to evaluate the 
reversibility of any change in structure or hydration after thermal exposure. There was little change 
in the structure of the material below 250 °C. Some peak broadening, and an overall decrease in 
intensities, were observed for the sitinakite structure when the temperature exceeded 250 °C. 
Conversely, an increase in the relative proportions of natisite was observed as the material was 
thermally processed. Specifically, thermal processing from 250°C to 550 °C for two hours caused 
a significant decrease in the crystallinity of the material. In contrast to previous studies, heating 
the sitinakite to 550 °C for two hours resulted in the irreversible destruction of the crystal structure 
upon exposure to atmosphere under the conditions utilized for this study. The loss of crystallinity 
was confirmed through peak shifting and broadening, as well as a decreased in intensity for the 
11.52° 2θ peak. This represents the most intense peak associated with the sitinakite phase. The 
peak shift to higher 2θ values also suggests the unit-cell size/volume is reduced with thermal 




Figure 3-1. X-ray diffraction for sitinakite as a function of processing temperatures 
Sitinakite bands, S, are S droplines denote characteristic sitinakite peaks. N dropline peak positions are consistent 
with natisite. S/N droplines can be indicative of both natisite and sitinakite. 
 
 
Although previous studies have examined the influence of heating on the structure of 
sitinakite, hydration/dehydration has not been extensively studied [11]. However, it was speculated 
that the sorption of atmospheric moisture as the material cooled resulted in a semi-reversible 
transition back to the original hydrated structure [11]. Water is essential in the sitinakite structure, 
and dehydration may have a negative impact on the sorption properties. It is clear from the XRD 
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data that an irreversible change in crystallinity and structure occurs for sitinakite during thermal 
processing. Therefore, the reversibility, as it relates to the uptake of water in the materials after 
thermal treatment, was examined using FTIR spectroscopy, and the results are shown in Figure 
3-2. Specifically, bands at 1630 cm-1, as well as the broad absorbance between 2700 –3700 cm-1, 
are indicative of water in the materials [89, 90]. Likewise, the prominent absorbance bands 
between 1400 – 1500 cm-1 are characteristic of Si-(OH) groups in the material and the structure. 
Finally, the vibrations associated with oxygen, bound to either Si or Ti, can be observed between 





Figure 3-2. FTIR spectra for Sitinakite as a function of processing temperatures. 
 
 
Significant changes in the FTIR spectra region associated with water can be observed with 
heating, and these changes were irreversible with exposure to atmosphere for the conditions 
studied. Specifically, the broad OH band between 2700-3700 cm-1 has an initial maxima observed 
at ~3350 cm-1. However, the peak maxima shifts to ~3000 cm-1 when heated between 150 – 350 
°C. In addition, the magnitude of the band decreases, indicative of the loss of water from the 
material. The initial change at lower temperatures is likely due to loss of water adsorbed to the 
surface of the material. In contrast, water loss at higher temperatures can be attributed to the 
dehydration of the pore structure within the material. The reduction of water also occurs at 
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temperatures consistent with the loss of crystallinity, observed in the XRD data (Figure 3-1). 
Although the change in absorbance bands associated with the water are initially gradual, there is a 
sharp reduction of water when the processing temperature exceeds 250 °C. Furthermore, the 
reduced absorbance, observed between 2700 –3700 cm-1, is supported by a similar decrease and 
loss of the band at 1630 cm-1, which is indicative of decreasing water in the bulk of the material 
as the processing temperature exceeds 250 °C.   
The FTIR data show a decrease in the absorbance for water at the same temperatures at 
which a loss in crystallinity of the material was observed. The results from XRD and FTIR analyses 
suggest that the hydrated sitinakite structure is not robust as previously believed. It appears the 
structural transitions are not necessarily reversible when exposed to increasing temperatures. In 
fact, based on the data, heating the structure above 250 °C may have a noticeable impact on the 
sorption of the material, as the unit-cell size decreases with water loss. Therefore, the sorption 
performance have been examined as a function of thermal processing conditions. 
3.4.2. Sorption of Cs and Sr in thermally processed sitinakite. 
The sorption of cations, including Cs+ and Sr2+, has been examined previously for 
sitinakite-bearing materials [8, 70, 91, 74, 92]. The pore structure, hydration, and embedded Na+ 
have been identified as important parameters in the ion exchange with Cs+. For example, the 
substitution of Na+ by H+ by acid treatment creates a proton phase of the structure, known as H-
CST, which was proven to increase the uptake of Cs+ in alkaline solutions [8]. Water in the channel 
also plays a critical role in the sorption of Cs+. Previous work has shown that the displacement of 
channel Na+ by water within the pore increases the sorption of Cs+ in sitinakite [75, 93, 13]. The 
sorption of Cs+ has also been shown to induce structural changes associated with the orientation 
of the water molecules within the pore to produce efficient binding sites [13]. Therefore, when 
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there is less water coordination with Cs+ in channels, sorption will be diminished [12]. Thus, both 
the structure and hydration of the pores are likely important in the sorption of Cs+ [68, 90, 13, 94]. 
Mechanistic sorption studies showed that competitive cation exchange and acidity/alkalinity 
influenced Cs+ more than Sr2+ [95]. Furthermore, in contrast to Cs+, the sorption of Sr2+ increases 
rapidly in alkaline conditions. It was postulated that Na+ is dissociated from sorption sites as the 
alkalinity is increased, producing a more electrostatically negative material, favoring sorption of 
Sr2+. The question remains if similar trends are observed as a function of the changes in the 
structure and dehydration associated with thermally processed sitinakite. 
The influence of thermal treatment was examined for both Cs+ and Sr2+ sorption, and the 
results are presented in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, respectively. Each sample was exposed to a 
solution containing either Cs+ or Sr2+ and was tested at neutral pH. The effect of heating on sorption 
was more pronounced for Cs+, when compared to Sr2+. There was a noticeable decrease in Cs+ 
sorption when the sample was heated to 250 °C (Figure 3-3). When heated above 250 °C, there 
was a continued decrease in the sorption of Cs+ by sitinakite. The sorption of Cs+ for the material 
decreases to ~ 10% at 550 °C, which is significantly reduced compared to a value of 50% obtained 




Figure 3-3. Percent Cs+ sorbed by sitinakite as a function of processing temperature. 
 
 
In contrast, the influence of the thermal treatment of sitinakite on the sorption of Sr2+ was 
less pronounced. The data show a slow decrease in the sorption of Sr2+ from 50 °C to 450 °C, of 
approximately 10% (Figure 3-4). However, a dramatic decrease of Sr2+ sorption was observed 
when the material was processed at 550 °C. The data support different mechanisms for the sorption 
Cs+ and Sr2+. Specifically, changes in the hydration state play a more significant role in the sorption 
of Cs+ over Sr2+. In fact, previous work has demonstrated that more water in the sitinakite channels 
decreased the coordination environment for Sr2+, consequently reducing its sorption [12]. The 
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drastic decrease in sorption associated with Sr2+ supports previous studies that indicate 
electrostatic interactions are crucial parameters [12]. Therefore, the sorption data supports Cs+ 









The XRD and FTIR data suggests that a significant transition in structure and hydration 
occurs at 250 °C. Similarly, the sorption mechanisms for the two species are likely influenced 
differently by changing electrostatic interactions.  
3.4.3. Sorption of Cs and Sr in thermally processed Sn-sitinakite at different pH 
In order to evaluate the impact of electrostatic interactions promoted by acidic and alkaline 
conditions, sorption studies were conducted for heat treated materials at different pH values. We 
examined the thermally processed Sn-bearing sitinakite at 50, 100, 200, and 550 °C and pH values 
of 4, 6, and 10. The range includes both acidic and basic pH values that should influence the 
electrostatic properties of the materials. The initial pH was adjusted and the sorption properties of 
both Cs+ and Sr2+ were evaluated as a function of processing temperatures above and below 250 
°C, based on the structural and hydration changes observed for the XRD and FTIR data for 
sitinakite. The mechanisms for the sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ are influenced by ionic substitution 
and changing electrostatic charge in the materials as the solution becomes more alkaline.  
The general premise from the literature is that sorption for Cs+ is favored at low-to-neutral 
pH, decreasing rapidly as the solution becomes more alkaline [13, 75]. In contrast, Sr2+ sorption is 
favored as the solution becomes more alkaline with ion exchange being more favorable as the 
electrostatic charge of the material becomes more negative. Although the sorption of cesium and 
strontium was conducted at initial pH values of 4, 6, and 10, the final pH values changed as sodium, 
bound to the surface or within the structure of sitinakite, is released with the exchanged with Cs+ 
or Sr2+. The bump observed for final pH can also be due to impurities and secondary phases present 
in the sorbents or formed after thermal treatment. The final pH of the solutions, after the sorption 




Figure 3-6, as a function of processing temperatures 50, 100, 200, and 550 °C and final pH of the 
contacting solution.  
The data (Figure 3-5) show that the sorption of Cs+ for samples processed at 50 °C remains 
above 40% for all pH values. There is little change in the sorption of Cs+ because the structure 
remains constant regardless of the change in pH of the solution. The Sn-sitinakite exposed to 
temperatures of 100 and 200 °C show decreasing sorption for Cs+ at increasing pH. The uptake by 
Sn-sitinakite heated at those temperatures declined from around 40% at neutral conditions (i.e. 
final pH = 6 – 7) to less than 20% at the most alkaline conditions. This decrease in Cs+ sorption 
can be attributed to changes in structure and hydration of sitinakite, ( 
Figure 3-6). The decreased sorption at elevated pH for the samples at 100 and 200 °C suggest that 
the sitinakite structure is diminished but not fully eliminated. In addition, intermediate sorption 
values for Cs+ are observed when compared to the samples exposed to temperature of 50 °C and 
550 °C, indicating that dehydration without structural transformation also compromises the uptake 
of Cs. The samples at 100 and 200 °C also show a decreasing trend in sorption as a function of 
increasing pH.  
Therefore, electrostatic interactions cannot be ignored as contributing to a decrease in 
sorption at intermediate processing temperatures when both the sitinakite and natisite structures 
exist. However, a more significant decrease for Cs+ sorption is observed for samples processed at 
550 °C at all pH values studied. The result indicates a significant loss of the sitinakite structure 
(retained despite the addition of Sn), which favors the uptake of Cs+. These observations support 
the premise that the sorption of Cs+ by sitinakite is strongly driven by its structure, which is lost at 
higher temperatures. At intermediate temperatures (i.e. 100 and 200 °C), hydration of the structure 
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In contrast, the sorption of Sr2+ generally increases as a function of increasing pH for all 
processing temperatures when comparing acidic (pH = 4) and basic (pH = 10) initial conditions, ( 
Figure 3-6) The sorption of Sr2+ is at its minimum value at initial pH = 4 for the material at all 
temperatures studied. The sorption of Sr2+ by Sn-sitinakite exceeded 50% for all processing 
temperatures, except for 550 °C at the lowest pH, which removed 27% of Sr. Similarly, the 
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sorption of Sr2+ for the materials at an initial solution pH = 6 is greater than 80% for all processing 
temperatures except 550 °C which was measured at 52.6%. There is some variability in the 
sorption at pH = 10 for the different processing temperatures. However, the sorption exceeds 80% 
for all processing temperatures at initial pH = 10 with the exception of the sample processed at 
200 °C which was measured at ~70%.  
 
 




The sorption data obtained for sitinakite at neutral conditions, and for Sn-sitinakite at 
varying pH conditions, revealed that sorption of Cs+ and Sr2+ is affected differently as a function 
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of increasing temperature and alkalinity. Those results suggest that the sorption of Sr2+ is less 
influenced by structure and positively influenced by increasing pH. While, the uptake of Cs+ is 
strongly affected by the loss of hydration and of the sitinakite phase at increasing temperatures. 
3.5. Conclusions 
The thermal stability of sitinakite under the extreme conditions, in which they are 
potentially employed and/or exposed to high temperatures and alkalinity, is inherently important 
for the sorptions of both Cs+ and Sr2+. The crystallography and infrared data show that the sitinakite 
structure is less stable than previously identified when exposed to increased processing 
temperatures. The sorption of Cs+ decreases gradually as a function of temperature reaching a 
minimum at 550 °C. Sorption of Sr2+ remains consistent over the temperature range only 
decreasing significantly at 550 °C. The pH also influenced the sorptions of both Cs+ and Sr2+ for 
the thermally processed materials. Decreases in Cs+ sorption were observed as a function of both 
increased processing temperatures and pH, to a lesser extent. The sorption decline is believed to 
be due to changing pore structure, dehydration, and electrostatic interactions. Overall, the sorption 
of Sr2+ decreased as a function of processing temperature. However, high sorption values were 
observed for Sr2+ at elevated processing temperatures and high pH. The results support a 
mechanism where Cs+ uptake is largely dependent on structure and hydration. In contrast, Sr2+ 
sorption appears to be only slightly dependent on structure and more influenced by surface 
electrostatics, with some variability observed for intermediate temperatures and pH. The results 
suggest that the thermal stability of sitinakite must be monitored during both the synthesis and 




4. The Influence of Acidity, Alkalinity and Ion Competition on the 
Uptake of Cs and Sr by Metal-Substituted Natisite 
4.1. Abstract 
The titanosilicate natisite (Na2TiSiO5) is a kinetic phase of the mineral sitinakite 
(Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O), which is a reference material in the removal of Cs and Sr from radioactive 
high-level waste. Natisite is disregarded in the literature as a candidate sorbent for Cs and Sr, 
despite being more thermally stable than sitinakite, which is critical property for this application. 
Replacing portion of the Ti in natisite by other metals is believed to enhance natisite sorption 
properties. In nuclear waste remediation, Cs and Sr are contained in high-salinity liquid wastes 
that can either be highly acidic or alkaline. Therefore, it is important  to determine how these 
parameters impact the sorption of Cs and Sr by natisites, and how these materials perform relative 
to sitinakite. In the present study, Al-, Sn-, and Zr-natisites were synthesized and compared to  pure 
natisite and sitinakite in batch experiments. Five concentrations of HNO3, NaOH, NaNO3 and 
CaCl2, mimicking conditions of high acidity, high alkalinity, and competing Na+ and Ca2+ ions, 
respectively, were evaluated in this study. Sorption results demonstrate that sitinakite is generally 
more effective than all four natisites in removing Cs and Sr. However, sitinakite uptake mechanism 
seems to deteriorate at increasing concentrations of acid, base, and Na+. Although less selective 
than sitinakite, all natisite sorbents provided a less dramatic decline in Cs and Sr uptake through 
the increasing molarities. Overall, there was an improvement in the sorption of Cs and Sr by the 
metal-substituted materials over natisite, and in neither of the testing solutions natisite 
outperformed its substituted variants. In highly alkaline solutions, Sn- and Zr-Natisite provided for 
exceptional removal for Sr, removing more than twice the amount sorbed by sitinakite at 0.1 M 
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NaOH. The results obtained for Sr uptake by all four natisite materials in alkaline solutions are 
promising, especially considering the highly alkaline nature of wastes from the nuclear industry. 
Future studies should investigate the sorption mechanisms responsible for natisite selectivity for 
Sr at high pH.  
4.2. Introduction 
A variety of materials have been developed and evaluated for the removal of cesium and 
strontium from High-Level Waste (HLW). These nuclear wastes, in particular the ones stored at 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sites, emit large amounts of radiogenic heat, and have 
complex compositions [3, 4]. Wastes contained at DOE sites can be extremely alkaline, as the salt-
sludge HLW from the Savannah River site (SRS), or acidic, such as those found at the Idaho 
National Laboratory (INL) in calcinated form [1].  
Consequently, the sorbent material employed in capturing cesium and/or strontium must 
exhibit high selectivity for these target cations and withstand the conditions present in the waste 
to be remediated. Thus, chemical, thermal and radiation stability are crucial in a candidate sorbent 
for the removal of Cs and Sr, or any other radioisotopes from HLWs. However, as 137Cs and 90Sr 
are high heat emitters, thermal stability of the sorbent structure is a defining factor for effective 
removal of these elements. These constraining conditions favor the application of inorganic 
sorbents over organic materials, which are typically unstable at higher temperatures [8].  
One of the most promising inorganic materials are the titanosilicates, which are commonly 
synthetic analogs of natural minerals, and have been investigated for Cs and Sr removal. Typically, 
the main uptake mechanism for titanosilicates is ion exchange, but surface precipitation and 
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adsorption, for instance, can also contribute for Cs and Sr removal [8]. Thus, the term ‘sorption’ 
will be used to describe the overall removal, as similarly done in other studies [6]. 
Several Titanosilicate materials have been investigated for Cs and Sr removal, including 
ETS-10, ETS-4, AM-2 and AM-4. Another promising material is crystalline silicotitanate (CST) 
((Na2Ti2O3SiO4·2H2O), which structure is analog to the mineral sitinakite. Previous studies 
indicated that sitinakite has high affinity for Cs and Sr despite higher Na+ concentrations, although 
sorption of Sr was ineffective at lower pH [84]. Research on sitinakite structure has also received 
attention for alterations in the crystalline structure, which can improve sorption properties [12]. A 
successful alteration in sitinakite is the partial replacement of titanium by niobium, which is 
suggested to enhance Cs selectivity in alkaline environments [73]. UOP Honeywell 
commercializes a composite sorbent containing Nb-Sitinakite named IONSIV R-9120B, and this 
product is a reference for Cs removal [16]. The material with sitinakite structure investigated for 
this application is often named TAM-5 (Texas A&M silicate number 5) and CST (crystalline 
silicotitanate). In the present study, the structure name will be used. 
The synthesis of sitinakite typically produce secondary components such as sodium 
Nonatitanate (Na4Ti9O20∙xH2O), and the layered oxide silicate Na2TiSiO5 with structure analog to 
the mineral natisite. Changes in the sitinakite synthesis procedure can produce a higher fraction of 
either one of the phases [16]. Nonatitanate has demonstrated high affinity for Sr in alkaline 
solutions, although it was not selective for Cs [71]. Natisite’s potential as a sorbent has been 
overlooked, however, a recent study has doped the natisite structure with zirconium, resulting in 
increased uptake performance for Cs and Sr. Zr-natisite removed significantly more Cs and Sr than 
pure natisite, which performed poorly for both target cations at neutral conditions [18]. The Zr 
added in the structure is thought to also improve the uptake of other cations as well, such as cobalt 
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and cerium. Despite the studies mentioned before, the literature still lacks substantial 
investigations on natisite as a sorbent for Cs and Sr. 
The indication that natisite sorbents properties are tunable with framework substitutions is 
critical for the HLW treatment field as this material is known to be more thermally stable than 
Sitinakite [16]. Characterization of the natisite structure indicated structural resilience up to 800oC 
based on infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) [17]. Thorogood et 
al. [11] observed the deterioration of the sitinakite structure and suggested it was driven by 
structural dehydration occurring between 200oC and 450oC. The results reported in Chapter 3  of 
this thesis identified structural dehydration at similar temperatures and correlated the decrease of 
the sitinakite phase with the uptake performance for Cs and Sr. When treated at 500oC, sitinakite 
uptake plummeted for both Cs and Sr, but the decline for cesium was more intense, implying that 
sorption occurs by different mechanisms.  
Thermal stability of the sorbent structure is a crucial factor for its employment in the 
treatment of HLW. Exposure to elevated temperatures are common in column operations, mostly 
due to the radiogenic heat emitted by Cs and Sr. Modeling studies with the SRS waste pointed that 
the temperatures in the vessels filled with sitinakite can reach nearly 90oC in 6 days of normal 
operation, and up to 130oC in a scenario where heat exchange fails [14]. In a dry column scenario 
with Cs-loaded sitinakite, temperatures in the column increase from 35oC to 120oC in three days.  
An investigation on the disposal of spent sitinakite inside the waste tanks at SRS predicted 
temperatures up to 170oC in the storage location [15].  
In the present study, natisite was synthesized replacing 25% of Ti by aluminum, tin, and 
zirconium. The three metal-substituted natisites, along with the original natisite and sitinakite, 
were tested for the uptake of Cs and Sr. Batch experiments in varying concentrations of NaOH, 
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HNO3, NaNO3, and CaCl2 were conducted to evaluate the sorption performance under conditions 
of alkalinity, acidic, and competing cations (i.e. Na+ and Ca2+).  
4.3. Experimental:  
4.3.1. Synthesis of Titanosilicate materials: 
Similar to the procedure described Poojary et al. (1994), the synthesis of sitinakite initiated 
by mixing 41.04 g tetraethylorthosilicate with 29.97 g titanium-isopropoxide. Then, 191.80 g of a 
6 M NaOH solution was added to the initial mixture, forming a white precipitate. 135.0 g of water 
was added to dilute the solution and mix the precipitate. The final mixture was hydrothermally 
treated for eight days, at 170oC, in 125mL Parr-vessels (Parr Instrument Company, Moline, IL). 
The mixture formed a precipitate that was vacumm filtered using 0.45um-pore polyamide 
membrane filter (Whatman GC/C MF or equivalent), washed three times with deionized water, 
and dried at 50oC in an oven (Thermolyne, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA). 
The synthesis of natisite materials followed a procedure similar to the one previously 
described for sitinakite. The amounts of the reagents described for sitinakite were also the same 
for the unsubstituted natisite. However, the hydrothermal treatment for natisite was conducted 
within an autoclave stirred at 65 rpm, at a temperature of 185oC and during three days only. For 
the metal-substituted natisites, Al, Sn, and Zr replaced 25% of the titanium in the initial mixture. 
For the Zr doped materials, zirconium dinitrate oxide was added, while in Sn-containing natisite, 
tin chloride pentahydrate was included in the initial mixture. All samples were lightly ground using 
a mortar and pestle.  
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4.3.2. Sorption Experiments: 
Batch experiments evaluated the uptake of Cs+ and Sr2+ separately to eliminate competition 
between the species. Testing solutions containing NaNO3, HNO3, and CaCl2 were prepared in 
concentrations of 0.005 M, 0.01 M, 0.05 M, 0.1 M, and 1 M, from concentrated stock solutions. 
The impact of alkalinity was evaluated at higher NaOH concentrations: 0.01 M, 0.05 M, 0.1 M, 1 
M, and 3 M. The assessment of the impact of alkalinity focuses on the waste conditions at SRS, 
while the effect of acidic and calcium-bearing solutions aims at the waste streams from INL; the 
impact of sodium is relevant for both sites.  
At INL, the calcinated waste would be dissolved in acid prior to the treatment for Cs and 
Sr. The concentration of Ca2+ and H+ in the dissolved waste is estimated around 0.5 M and 1 M, 
respectively [96], therefore, consistent with the concentrations evaluated in the present study. The 
alkalinity levels evaluated are also comparable with the conditions at Savannah River Site HLW, 
in which OH- concentration are typically around 2 M [33, 34]. The sodium levels evaluated in 
NaNO3 solutions are somewhat below the concentrations observed in SRS waste, which can be as 
high as 5 M. Besides the calcinated waste, INL also contains sodium-bearing acidic liquid waste, 
in which Na+ levels are around 1 M [91]. The study published by Solbra, et al. (2001) was used to 
guide the background components and their concentrations in the present study. 
Cesium or strontium were added to the sample solution at 50 ppm concentration, along 
with the sorbent, added at V:m ratio = 4,000:1 (mL/g). The concentrations of Cs and Sr are 
consistent with the reported levels of Cs at SRS (Table 2-2), which are between 20 – 90 ppm. 
Testing was conducted in a rotary shaker (Gearmotor, Bodine Electric Company, Northfield, IL) 
at room temperature with contact time of 1 day. All batches were performed in duplicate. Final 
concentrations of Cesium and Strontium were assessed by ICP-MS. Percent removal for each 
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target cation was calculated based on the following equation, where Ci is initial concentration 





The distribution, or partition, coefficient (Kd) measures the ability of the sorbent to remove 
the target ion, and was also calculated. Many studies in the literature reports the uptake of sitinakite 
in Kd values, which is a commonly used parameter in the nuclear remediation field. This parameter 
is limited by several assumptions, including linear sorption of the target ion by the sorbent, and 
that the sorption sites are equally accessible [97]. As sorption behavior by natisite is mostly 
unknown, it was preferred to report the results from the present study in percentage removed of 
cesium or strontium 
The distribution, or partition, coefficient (Kd) is determined by the ratio of the 
concentration of the target ion within the sorbent to the remaining concentration of the ion in 
solution [97]. 
𝐾 =  
mass of the target ion sorbed
mass of the sorbent
mass of the target ion in solution
volume of the solution
 
Developing this equation and assuming that the entire mass removed in a batch experiment was 
sorbed, we have: 








𝐶 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑜𝑛 
𝐶𝑓 = 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑜𝑛 
𝑉 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝐿 
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 
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4.3.3. Reagents and Solutions: 
All batch tests were prepared using a solution with specific background composition, in 
which the sorbent and target cation were later added. NaNO3, CaCl2, HNO3, and NaOH solutions 
were prepared using sodium nitrate crystals (99% purity, EMD Chemicals, Gibbstown, NJ), 
Calcium Chloride crystals (99% purity, VWR International, Radnor, PA), ultrapure nitric acid 
(Aristar Ultra, VWR International) and Sodium Hydroxide pellets (97% purity, VWR 
International), respectively. 
Stock solutions of Cesium and Strontium were prepared using nitrates of Cesium, 
(99.999% purity, Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA) and Strontium (99.9965% purity, Puratronic, Alfa 
Aesar) respectively, in 1,000 mg/L concentration. All solutions were made using deionized water. 
4.4. Results: 
4.4.1. Uptake of Cs and Sr in Alkaline Conditions: 
At increasing alkalinity, all five sorbents exhibited decreasing uptake values for cesium, as 
shown in Figure 4-1. Sitinakite removed more Cs than the four natisite sorbents, although it 
presented a steep decline in uptake at increasing alkalinity. Sitinakite removed 39% of the Cesium 
at 0.01 M NaOH (pH = 12.15), decreasing to 9% at 3 M NaOH (pH = 13.5) . The decline of Cs 




Figure 4-1. Removal of cesium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from alkaline solutions 
 
 
Anthony, et al. (1994) observed that sitinakite selectivity for Cs is the highest between pH 
2 and pH 6, gradually decreasing at higher pH. In that study, the distribution coefficient (Kd) 
decreased from above 10,000 mL/g to 1,000 mL/g with the addition of 0.6 N OH- into a 5.7 M Na+ 
solution [9]. Solbra et al. (2001) also noticed a decrease in Kd values for Cs by sitinakite at 
increasing NaOH concentrations. By increasing the NaOH levels from 0.1 M to 1 M, the initial 
Kd value of above 20,000 mL/g plunged to 3,450 mL/g; at 3M NaOH, Kd further dropped 320 
mL/g [10]. In the present study, Kd values decreased from around 2,500 mL/g at 0.01M NaOH to 
below 400 mL/g at 3M NaOH. Although Kd values are very sensitive to the testing conditions (i.e. 
initial contaminant concentration, mass of sorbent, etc.), the declining sorption trend at higher pH 
was similarly observed in the present results.  
The four natisite materials behaved similarly upon increasing alkalinity and removed 
negligible amounts of Cs at high pH. However, results obtained by Sn- and Zr-natisite indicate 
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that doping natisite with those metals improved Cs selectivity at lower alkalinity levels. For 
example, Sn-natisite removed 22% of Cs at 0.01 M NaOH, while pure natisite sorbed 9%; at 0.05 
M, Sn-natisite sorbed 18%, and natisite failed to remove any measureable amount of Cs. Zr-natisite 
also presented a noticeable sorption improvement over the parent material at moderate alkalinity. 
A summary of the results from the sorption tests for Cs in alkaline conditions, including final pH 








In alkaline conditions, all sorbents obtained high Sr removal, as shown in Figure 4-2. 
Doped natisites, in particular, were exceptional at high alkalinity and outperformed sitinakite in 
most of the conditions. At increasing alkalinity, sitinakite exhibited a gradual decline in strontium 
uptake, from 81% at 0.01 M NaOH to 20% at 3 M. 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.01 M NaOH 11.55 9% 396
0.05 M NaOH 12.55 0% 0
0.1 M NaOH 12.3 18% 878
1 M NaOH 12.9 0% 0
3 M NaOH 12.9 0% 0
0.01 M NaOH 11.45 7% 301
0.05 M NaOH 12.2 4% 167
0.1 M NaOH 12.3 0% 0
1 M NaOH 12.9 0% 0
3 M NaOH 12.85 2% 82
0.01 M NaOH 11.4 22% 1,128
0.05 M NaOH 12.2 18% 878
0.1 M NaOH 12.2 9% 396
1 M NaOH 12.85 0% 0
3 M NaOH 12.9 5% 211
0.01 M NaOH 11.45 16% 762
0.05 M NaOH 12.05 9% 396
0.1 M NaOH 12.2 0% 0
1 M NaOH 12.85 1% 40
3 M NaOH 12.9 0% 0
0.01 M NaOH 12.15 39% 2,557
0.05 M NaOH 12.75 30% 1,714
0.1 M NaOH 12.8 26% 1,405
1 M NaOH 13.2 14% 651










Figure 4-2. Removal of strontium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from alkaline solutions 
 
 
Contrasting with the sorption decrease by sitinakite, the four natisite materials removed 
more Sr when NaOH levels rose from 0.01 M to 0.1 M. Despite the improvement at moderate 
alkalinity, Sr uptake by all natisites dropped drastically at 3 M NaOH. Sn- and Zr-obtained very 
promising results for Sr at lower NaOH levels. At 0.01 M NaOH, Sn- and Zr-natisite removed 
76% and 65% of Sr, respectively. Sr uptake increased to 95% and 90%, respectively, at 0.1M 
NaOH. Natisite observed similar improvement at increasing alkalinity with removal rates rising 
from 28% to 71% in the aforementioned concentrations. Overall, all tested materials were highly 
selective for strontium sorption in alkaline conditions. 
These findings are the most promising resulting from the present study, as natisite and 
metal-substituted natisite materials excelled  in conditions under which  sitinakite showed 
deterioration. Additionally, all three substituted natisite sorbents outperformed the parent 
structure. The results match the findings from Medvedev, D. (2004), in which less crystalline 
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titanosilicates had better selectivity for strontium at high pH than highly crystalline phases [19]. 
That study suggested that less crystalline sorbents provided larger active surface area and improved 
uptake by adsorption mechanism. A larger surface area allows for greater access to OH- functional 
groups, promoting coordination with free cations [75]. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis, 
adsorption seems to be the preferred mechanism for strontium uptake by these materials, while 
cesium would be mainly sorbed by ion exchange. Still, further investigations are needed to fully 
elucidate the mechanisms that affect the selectivity for both cesium and strontium in the natisite 
structure.  
The assessment of the impact of alkalinity using NaOH creates the issue of adding Na+ to 
the solution, which also affects sorption of Cs and Sr. In order to investigate if the results obtained 
at high alkalinity are significantly affected by sodium, statistical analyses were conducted for the 
results obtained at NaNO3 and NaOH solutions, at same concentrations. This is based on the 
assumption that NO3- do not affect the sorption of Cs and Sr, so only Na+ would impact the sorption 
on NaNO3 solutions, while on NaOH solutions, both Na+ and OH- (alkalinity) affects the uptake. 
Additional details on the tests conducted and the results are presented in Appendix E. Overall, the 
statistical analyses demonstrate that the increasing sodium in the NaOH solutions does not govern 
the results reported for increasing alkalinity. 
A summary of the results from the sorption tests for Sr in alkaline conditions, including 
final pH and Kd values, is presented in Table 4-2.  
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4.4.2. Uptake of Cs and Sr in Acidic Conditions  
At increasing acidity, the uptake of cesium decreased for all sorbents as shown in Figure 
4-3. Uptake of cesium by sitinakite steadily decreased with increasing acidity, dropping from 42% 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.01 M NaOH 11.15 28% 1,556
0.05 M NaOH 12.2 56% 5,091
0.1 M NaOH 12.75 71% 9,793
1 M NaOH 12.8 69% 8,903
3 M NaOH 13.15 0% 0
0.01 M NaOH 11.35 45% 3,273
0.05 M NaOH 12.05 69% 8,903
0.1 M NaOH 12.8 76% 12,807
1 M NaOH 12.8 78% 14,519
3 M NaOH 13.25 0% 0
0.01 M NaOH 11.75 76% 12,667
0.05 M NaOH 12.35 75% 12,000
0.1 M NaOH 12.85 95% 72,923
1 M NaOH 12.8 41% 2,780
3 M NaOH 13.2 17% 819
0.01 M NaOH 11.5 65% 7,429
0.05 M NaOH 12.45 86% 24,986
0.1 M NaOH 12.6 90% 34,462
1 M NaOH 12.8 77% 13,391
3 M NaOH 13.25 2% 82
0.01 M NaOH 11.9 81% 16,725
0.05 M NaOH 12.65 64% 7,111
0.1 M NaOH 12.75 40% 2,667
1 M NaOH 13.3 33% 1,970









of Cs removed at 0.005 M HNO3 to 11% at 1 M solutions. Sitinakite removed more Cs at acidic 
conditions than all natisite materials, which rarely sorbed more than 20% of Cs.  
The gradual uptake decline observed for sitinakite matches the results obtained by Solbra, 
et al. (2001) under similar conditions. In that study, the Kd value of sitinakite for Cs was above 
200,000 mL/g at 0.005 M HNO3, decreasing to 94,000 mL/g at 0.1 M HNO3. At 1 M HNO3, 
sitinakite Kd for Cs further dropped to 10,300 mL/g [10].  The decline in Cs uptake by sitinakite 
is likely because of the competition from H+ to exchange with Na+. Poojary, et al. (1996), reported 
the replacement of sodium by protons in sitinakite after acid treatment with HCl in concentrations 
up to 0.1 M [94]. The same study indicate that sitinakite in its proton form has better uptake of Cs 
than its original sodium form. However, our results, corroborated by Solbra, et al. (2001), indicate 
that sorption of Cs by sitinakite in its sodium phase is significantly affected by increasing proton 
levels. 
The results for substituted natisites revealed sorption improvement over the parent 
material. Natisite exhibited poor Cs uptake throughout all levels of acidity and never removed 
more than 7% of Cs present. All three metal-substituted natisites performed better than natisite 
itself in solutions containing up to 0.1 M HNO3. For instance, Al-natisite removed 21% of Cs at 
0.005 M HNO3, while Zr-natisite sorbed 22 % of Cs at 0.01 M HNO3, which was the highest Cs 
removal by all four natisites in acidic solutions. Uptake of Cs by all natisites decreased in a much 
slower pace than sitinakite at increasing acidity. For example, uptake of Cs by sitinakite decreased 
by 57% when pH decreased from around 3 (at 0.005 M HNO3) to 1.7, at 0.1 M HNO3, while 
sorption by Al-natisite declined by 23.8% in the same levels of nitric acid. This demonstrates that, 
despite less effective for removing Cs than sitinakite, the uptake mechanism in all natisite materials 




Figure 4-3. Removal of cesium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from acidic solutions 
 
 
At the most acidic condition (1 M HNO3, pH = ~1), Cs sorption by all sorbents was low, 
around 10 %, and sitinakite’s advantage over the substituted natisite sorbents was negligible. The 
results also suggest that the Na+1 present in the natisite layers are not replaced by protons, as 
observed for sitinakite in acidic solutions. 
The results found in this study are similar to the ones reported by Hall, R. (2018), which 
observed a higher sorption of Cs in acidic solutions by Zr-natisite when compared to natisite. It 
was reported in that study that natisite sorbed 9% of Cs at pH 3, while Zr-natisite removed 50% 
under the same condition. In that study, the improvement of Zr-natisite over the parent material 
was higher than the observed in the present results: However, many factors can account for this 
difference, including the fraction of Ti replaced by Zr (20% vs 25% in the present study), and the 
pH conditions, which were lower in the present study. For instance, the lowest concentration of 
nitric acid tested in the present study resulted to pH values typically below 3. A summary of the 
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results from the sorption tests for Cs in acidic conditions, including final pH and Kd values, is 
presented in Table 4-3. 
 




Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M HNO3 2.5 6% 255
0.01 M HNO3 2.4 7% 301
0.05 M HNO3 1.75 6% 255
0.1 M HNO3 1.65 7% 301
1 M HNO3 1.05 2% 82
0.005 M HNO3 3.3 21% 1,063
0.01 M HNO3 2.6 13% 598
0.05 M HNO3 1.8 15% 706
0.1 M HNO3 1.7 16% 762
1 M HNO3 0.85 10% 444
0.005 M HNO3 2.55 19% 938
0.01 M HNO3 2.45 14% 651
0.05 M HNO3 1.8 17% 819
0.1 M HNO3 1.65 15% 706
1 M HNO3 0.8 9% 396
0.005 M HNO3 2.85 16% 762
0.01 M HNO3 2.65 22% 1,128
0.05 M HNO3 1.85 12% 545
0.1 M HNO3 1.65 13% 598
1 M HNO3 0.75 1% 40
0.005 M HNO3 2.95 42% 2,897
0.01 M HNO3 2.6 36% 2,250
0.05 M HNO3 1.8 27% 1,479
0.1 M HNO3 1.7 18% 878









In acidic conditions, all sorbents presented low Sr removal, rarely above 10% as shown in 
Figure 4-4. The sorption of Sr decreased with increasing acidity, but the decline was subtle 
compared to Cs under the same conditions. Sitinakite removed small fractions of Sr at all HNO3 
concentrations, removing 10% of Sr at 0.01 M HNO3 (pH = 2.4), but only 2% at 0.05 M HNO3 
(pH = 1.9). The poor performance of sitinakite in removing Sr from acidic conditions was 
expected, as previously described by Solbra, et al. (2001). The authors reported that in 0.005 M 
HNO3, sitinakite Kd for Sr was 4,500 mL/g but drastically dropped to 25 mL/g at 0.01 M HNO3. 
Similar decline in Kd was observed for sitinakite in the present study: Kd decreased from 350 
mL/g at 0.005 M HNO3 to 80 mL/g at 0.01 M HNO3 The results from the sorption tests for Sr in 
acidic conditions are summarized in Table 4-4. 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Removal of strontium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from acidic solutions 
 
The natisite materials performed generally better than sitinakite in acidic conditions for Sr. 
A small increase in Sr sorption was noticed for all natisites when HNO3 levels rose from 0.005 M 
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to 0.05 M, but it was followed by a noticeable decline at 0.1 M. At 1 M HNO3, all natisites, and 
sitinakite, had very poor results for Sr. Hall, R. documented low Sr sorption by natisite at pH 3, 
but reported  a slight improvement by Zr-natisite [18]. In the present study, sorption improvement 
by Zr-Natisite over its parent material was not observed. Future studies should focus on better 
understanding the mechanisms of Sr removal by natisite.  
 
Table 4-4. Summary of the results for the removal of Sr from acidic conditions. 
 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M HNO3 3 5% 211
0.01 M HNO3 2.65 13% 598
0.05 M HNO3 1.65 9% 396
0.1 M HNO3 1.4 5% 211
1 M HNO3 1.4 3% 124
0.005 M HNO3 3.75 3% 124
0.01 M HNO3 2.65 9% 396
0.05 M HNO3 1.95 8% 348
0.1 M HNO3 1.8 6% 255
1 M HNO3 1.7 1% 40
0.005 M HNO3 3.4 7% 301
0.01 M HNO3 2.55 6% 255
0.05 M HNO3 1.65 9% 396
0.1 M HNO3 1.5 3% 124
1 M HNO3 1.3 4% 167
0.005 M HNO3 3.9 5% 211
0.01 M HNO3 2.3 6% 255
0.05 M HNO3 1.55 13% 598
0.1 M HNO3 1.4 5% 211
1 M HNO3 1.2 3% 124
0.005 M HNO3 2.7 8% 348
0.01 M HNO3 2.4 10% 444
0.05 M HNO3 1.9 2% 82
0.1 M HNO3 1.6 4% 167









4.4.3. Uptake of Cs and Sr in the Presence of Competing Cations 
The impact of Na+ in the uptake of Cs was investigated in varying concentrations of 
NaNO3. The results demonstrate a clear advantage by sitinakite over natisites in the presence of 
Na+, as illustrated by Figure 4-5. Sitinakite removed more Cs than the four natisites in all Na+ 
levels, despite presenting a decline at the highest concentrated condition. Uptake of Cs by sitinakite 
slightly decreased from 51% (Kd = 4160 mL/g) at 0.005 M NaNO3 to 45% at 0.1 M, but further 
declined to 29% (Kd = 1630 mL/g) at 1 M NaNO3. 
Anthony et al. (1994) reported the high affinity of sitinakite for Cs despite the presence of 
Na+. In 5.7 M Na+ solutions, the Kd of sitinakite for Cs was higher than 10,000 mL/g [9]. Solbra 
et al. (2001) also described high Kd for sitinakite towards Cs in sodium-bearing solutions, but 
noticed a decline at more elevated Na+ concentrations. In the last study, sitinakite Kd for Cs was 
above 200,000 mL/g until 1 M NaNO3, decreasing to 53,000 mL/g at 3M NaNO3 [10]. The results 
obtained in the present study confirm that sitinakite is very selective towards Cs, even in the 






Figure 4-5. Removal of cesium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from solutions containing Na+ 
 
 
The results from the natisite materials demonstrate that, despite the low sorption, the metal-
substitutions improved the affinity towards Cs in the presence of Na+. For example, natisite 
sorption of Cs trailed the results from Zr- and Sn-natisite in all Na+ levels. However, the sorption 
results from all natisites did not exhibit a distinct decreasing pattern, and varied haphazardly 
through the increasing NaNO3 concentrations. For instance, Sn-natisite removed 23% of Cs at 
0.005 M NaNO3, decreased to 14% at 0.05 M, and increased to 26% at 0.1M NaNO3. The results 
from the sorption tests for Cs in sodium-bearing solutions are summarized in Table 4-5.  
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The presence of Na+ impacted more strongly the uptake of Sr than of Cs, and all sorbents 
obtained similarly low results as shown in Figure 4-6. In contrast with the Cs results, sitinakite did 
not presented an advantage over the natisite materials in the removing Sr in the presence of Na+. 
Sitinakite removed 20% of Sr at 0.005 M and 0.01 M NaNO3, but the removal decreased to 7% at 
1 M. 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M NaNO3 7.3 9% 396
0.01 M NaNO3 6.55 0% 0
0.05 M NaNO3 6.9 4% 167
0.1 M NaNO3 6.9 6% 255
1 M NaNO3 5.9 7% 301
0.005 M NaNO3 6.55 8% 348
0.01 M NaNO3 6.25 2% 82
0.05 M NaNO3 6.3 8% 348
0.1 M NaNO3 6.0 14% 651
1 M NaNO3 5.45 15% 706
0.005 M NaNO3 3.3 23% 1,195
0.01 M NaNO3 3.45 18% 878
0.05 M NaNO3 4 14% 651
0.1 M NaNO3 3.2 26% 1,405
1 M NaNO3 3.15 10% 444
0.005 M NaNO3 5.7 17% 819
0.01 M NaNO3 5.6 28% 1,556
0.05 M NaNO3 5.9 16% 762
0.1 M NaNO3 4.85 25% 1,333
1 M NaNO3 4.6 13% 598
0.005 M NaNO3 6.1 51% 4,163
0.01 M NaNO3 7 47% 3,547
0.05 M NaNO3 5.8 45% 3,273
0.1 M NaNO3 5.2 45% 3,273










Figure 4-6. Removal of strontium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from solutions containing Na+ 
 
 
Solbra, et al. (2001) observed an abrupt decline in the sitinakite Kd for Sr, plummeting 
from 30,500 mL/g to 150 mL/g as NaNO3 concentrations increased from 0.05M to 1M. Anthony, 
et al. (1994) assessed the impact of Na+ in the uptake of Sr by sitinakite and obtained Kd just above 
100 mL/g at 5.7M Na+. In this last study, 0.6 M OH- was added to the 5.7 M Na+ solution, resulting 
the Kd for Sr to increase above 4,000 mL/g. The results from Anthony, et al. (1994) indicate that 
Na+ greatly affects the uptake of Sr in neutral conditions, while at higher alkalinity, sitinakite 
removes considerable amounts of Sr despite the high levels of Na+. This observation matches the 
results from the present study, in which sitinakite removed substantially more Sr at 0.01 M NaOH 
(81%) than at 0.01 M NaNO3 (20%).  
Similar to sitinakite, natisite performed poorly for Sr in the presence of sodium at neutral 
conditions, but removed considerable amounts at high alkalinity despite the Na+ concentrations. 
For the metal-replaced natisites in particular, high Na+ levels did not hinder the exceptional Sr 
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uptake obtained at high alkalinity (Figure 4-2) However, the results at neutral conditions indicate 
that Na+ affects the uptake of Sr for all natisites. Al-natisite obtained slightly better results than its 
substituted peers at 0.01 M NaNO3, removing 24 % of Sr, although at 0.05 – 1 M NaNO3, all 
natisites experienced a decrease in Sr sorption. Zr-natisite, for instance, removed 19% of Sr at 0.01 
M NaNO3, but sorption declined to 7 % at 1 M. A summary of the results from the sorption tests 








At increasing Ca2+ levels, sitinakite demonstrated superior uptake for Cs compared to 
natisites, as shown in Figure 4-7, and a summary of the results is presented in Table 4-7. Sorption 
of Cs by sitinakite seemed nearly unaffected by increasing Ca2+ competition, observing only a 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M NaNO3 6.65 14% 651
0.01 M NaNO3 7.05 16% 762
0.05 M NaNO3 6.65 14% 651
0.1 M NaNO3 6.5 9% 396
1 M NaNO3 7.8 9% 396
0.005 M NaNO3 6.05 17% 819
0.01 M NaNO3 6.65 24% 1,263
0.05 M NaNO3 5.55 14% 651
0.1 M NaNO3 5.9 10% 444
1 M NaNO3 6.5 10% 444
0.005 M NaNO3 3.9 15% 706
0.01 M NaNO3 4.7 17% 819
0.05 M NaNO3 3.95 13% 598
0.1 M NaNO3 3.35 11% 494
1 M NaNO3 3.7 4% 167
0.005 M NaNO3 5.8 17% 819
0.01 M NaNO3 5.95 19% 938
0.05 M NaNO3 6.05 13% 598
0.1 M NaNO3 5.5 11% 494
1 M NaNO3 5.4 7% 301
0.005 M NaNO3 5.15 20% 1,000
0.01 M NaNO3 5.3 20% 1,000
0.05 M NaNO3 5.3 11% 494
0.1 M NaNO3 5.2 13% 598









small decline at high concentrated conditions. At 0.005 M NaNO3, sitinakite removed 53% of Cs, 
decreasing to 43% at 1 M.  
 
 
Figure 4-7. Removal of cesium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from solutions containing Ca2+ 
 
 
Solbra et al. (2001) reported high Kd values for Cs uptake by sitinakite, declining 
marginally at high Ca2+ levels. In that study, Kd was higher than 200,000 mL/g at solutions 
containing up to 0.1 M CaCl2, but at 1 M CaCl2, Kd decreased to 57,000 mL/g [10]. This last value 
indicates that sitinakite retain its selectivity for Cs even at high Ca2+ level, corroborating the results 
obtained in the present study.  
The natisite sorbent obtained lower results than sitinakite in calcium-bearing solutions, but 
an improvement by the metal-replaced materials was observed. Natisites doped with Sn and Zr 
had better results than the one replaced with Al, and all of them were improved over their parent 
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material. Sn-natisite, for instance, removed 36% of Cs at 0.01 M CaCl2, decreasing to 27% at 1 M 
CaCl2. In comparison, natisite removed 17% and 9% in those concentrations, respectively. Hall, 
R. (2018) observed better uptake of Cs by Zr-natisite (43%) over natisite (35%) in the presence of 
0.1 M Ca2+ [18]. However, only one concentration of calcium was evaluated in the aforementioned 
study, limiting the comparison between results. In the present study, Zr-natisite outperformed 
natisite in all concentrations of Ca2+ and removed 29% of Cs at 0.1 M CaCl2, compared to only 
13% from natisite. The results from Hall, R. (2007) reported a higher uptake for both sorbents (i.e. 
natisite and Zr-natisite) than the values obtained by the present study. However, many factors can 
explain this difference, including the very high initial concentration of Cs used in the mentioned 
study (i.e. 0.1 M Cs = 13,200 ppm; compared to 50 ppm in the present study). 
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The sorption results for Sr demonstrated the strong competition from higher concentrations 
of Ca2+ in all sorbents, as shown in Figure 4-8. Similar to the results in sodium-bearing conditions 
(Figure 4-6), sitinakite performed on par with natisites for Sr removal, despite presenting higher 
uptake for Cs in the same conditions. All materials observed a decreasing trend in uptake with 
increasing Ca2+ levels, and at 1 M, all sorbents failed to uptake Sr. Sitinakite removed 19% at 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M CaCl2 7.50 20% 1,000
0.01 M CaCl2 7.20 17% 819
0.05 M CaCl2 7.65 21% 1,063
0.1 M CaCl2 7.25 13% 598
1 M CaCl2 7.15 9% 396
0.005 M CaCl2 6.15 28% 1,556
0.01 M CaCl2 6.30 25% 1,333
0.05 M CaCl2 5.95 22% 1,128
0.1 M CaCl2 5.7 18% 878
1 M CaCl2 6.05 10% 444
0.005 M CaCl2 3.25 35% 2,154
0.01 M CaCl2 3.40 36% 2,250
0.05 M CaCl2 3.90 40% 2,667
0.1 M CaCl2 3.20 30% 1,714
1 M CaCl2 3.15 27% 1,479
0.005 M CaCl2 5.95 35% 2,154
0.01 M CaCl2 6.00 34% 2,061
0.05 M CaCl2 5.70 28% 1,556
0.1 M CaCl2 5.55 29% 1,634
1 M CaCl2 5.1 20% 1,000
0.005 M CaCl2 5.8 53% 4,511
0.01 M CaCl2 5.15 51% 4,163
0.05 M CaCl2 5 45% 3,273
0.1 M CaCl2 4.65 46% 3,407









0.005 M CaCl2, decreasing to 10% at 0.1 M before dropping to zero at 1 M CaCl2. The poor results 
by sitinakite were expected, as Solbra et al (2001) indicated a drastic decrease in Kd for Sr in CaCl2 
solutions. In that study, Kd declined from 65,000 mL/g at 0.005 M CaCl2 to 1,300 mL/g at 0.1 M. 
The hypothesis is that the two divalent ions (i.e. Ca2+ and Sr2+) compete for the same sorption sites, 
although more research is needed to confirm this supposition. 
 
 
Figure 4-8. Removal of strontium by natisite, Al-natisite, Sn-natisite, Zr-natisite, and sitinakite 
from solutions containing Ca2+ 
 
Substituted natisites did not present a clear improvement for the sorption of Sr in calcium-
containing solutions over natisite. For example, Al- and Zr-natisite were only marginally better 
than the parent material at different conditions of CaCl2. While Al- and Zr-natisite removed 23% 
of Sr at 0.005 M CaCl2, natisite sorbed 20%. At 0.05 M CaCl2, Zr-natisite removed 15%, Al-
natisite, 14%, and natisite sorbed 10% of the initial Sr amount. Hall, R. (2018) reported nearly 
equal Sr uptake results by natisite and Zr-natiste, where the substituted material removed 21% of 
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Sr, while natisite removed 22% at 0.1 M Ca2+ [18]. That study also indicated that calcium affects 
the uptake of Sr more than the competition with K+ or Mg2+ in the same molarities, for both natisite 
and Zr-natisite. For instance, in the presence of 0.1 M K+, natisite removed 28% of Sr and Zr-
natisite removed 30%.  
A summary of the results from the sorption tests for Sr in calcium-bearing conditions is 




Table 4-8. Summary of the results for the removal of Sr from calcium-bearing conditions 
 
 
4.5. Discussion and Conclusions: 
The results obtained in the present study are very promising; especially by Sn- and Zr-
natisite for Sr in alkaline conditions. The exceptional uptake of Sr in alkaline conditions makes 
these substituted-natisites suitable for the treatment of wastes from SRS, which are highly alkaline 
Sorbent Condition Final pH % removal Kd (mL/g)
0.005 M CaCl2 7.55 20% 1,000
0.01 M CaCl2 7.5 18% 878
0.05 M CaCl2 7.5 10% 444
0.1 M CaCl2 7.6 6% 255
1 M CaCl2 7 0% 0
0.005 M CaCl2 7.05 23% 1,195
0.01 M CaCl2 6.7 17% 819
0.05 M CaCl2 6.35 14% 651
0.1 M CaCl2 6.3 6% 255
1 M CaCl2 5.65 0% 0
0.005 M CaCl2 4 19% 938
0.01 M CaCl2 3.9 13% 598
0.05 M CaCl2 3.85 10% 444
0.1 M CaCl2 3.85 2% 82
1 M CaCl2 3.3 0% 0
0.005 M CaCl2 6.2 23% 1,195
0.01 M CaCl2 6.1 20% 1,000
0.05 M CaCl2 5.95 15% 706
0.1 M CaCl2 5.7 5% 211
1 M CaCl2 5.25 0% 0
0.005 M CaCl2 5.2 19% 938
0.01 M CaCl2 5.05 13% 1,000
0.05 M CaCl2 5.15 10% 762
0.1 M CaCl2 5.1 2% 444









(Table 2-2). However, natisites were not as effective in removing Cs as sitinakite was in most of 
the conditions assessed. Increasing acidity and competition with calcium strongly deteriorated the 
uptake of Sr by all sorbents tested. Therefore, neither sitinakite nor natisites would be suitable for 
the calcinated wastes dissolved in acid from INL.  
Sn- and Zr-natisite exhibited similar behavior in many scenarios, often outperforming Al-
natisite and natisite. This may confirm that larger metal atoms in the natisite structure would 
expand the layer aperture, which was suggested by Hall, R. (2018) [18]. Sn and Zr are larger metal 
atoms than Ti or Al (atomic radii: Sn: 158 pm5; Zr: 160pm; Al; 143pm; Ti: 147pm), however this 
fact is insufficient to explain the improvement over the original natisite structure. For instance, the 
atomic and ionic radii of Al is smaller than that of Ti, still Al-Natisite was generally more effective 
than Ti-Natisite.  
The high selectivity that the natisite and metal-substituted variants demonstrated for Sr at 
high alkalinity was similarly reported when using nonatitanate in previous work [1, 71]. Other 
similarities between these titanosilicates are the layered structure, linked by sodium ions, and their 
coexistence as kinetic phases in the synthesis of sitinakite. Hence, it is likely that the sorption 
mechanisms are the same for natisite and nonatitanate. The literature reports that nonatitanate 
selectivity for Sr is largely impacted by the material’s crystallinity, and poorly crystalline 
nonatitanates were more selective for Sr. The assumption is that smaller crystals promote enhanced 
diffusion of the contaminant into the sorbent, and amorphous phases present cavities and voids 
that increase uptake by adsorption [16, 46]. Overall, nonatitanate removed Sr by both adsorption 
and ion exchange [71]. 
                                                 
5 1 picometer (pm) = 1×10−12 m 
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Future investigation should correlate the uptake of contaminants with the surface area of 
the sorbent. Surface area measurements and sorption experiments using natisites with different 
proportions of crystallinity would allow a better understanding of the parameters that control 
sorption properties. Investigating the coordination environments that the natisite structure provide 
for Cs+ and Sr2+ ions would also contribute to elucidating the origin of the enhanced selectivity for 
Sr at high alkalinity conditions. 
Besides investigations on the mechanisms responsible for natisite selectivity, suggested 
future work includes the evaluation of the natisite uptake performance for Cs and Sr upon heat 
exposure. The confirmation that metal-substituted natisite retains the thermal stability observed in 
the original structure would present strategic advantages in the use of these sorbent in nuclear 




5. Conclusions, Implications of Findings, and Recommendations for 
Future Research  
Treatment and disposal technologies for nuclear wastes did not follow the advances of 
nuclear energy exploitation, when used for both military or energy generation purposes. This 
mismatch allowed the accumulation of millions of gallons of radioactive waste, for which 
treatment is imperative. Investigations on selective and resistant materials for the treatment of 
those wastes contribute to DOE’s efforts to closing the waste tanks in sites such as Savannah River 
and Hanford. Sorption media have been developed that are able to remove 137Cs and 90Sr from 
these wastes. However, the complex composition of the waste matrix and the fact that these 
materials generate radiogenic heat, must be addressed to broaden the applicability of these 
materials. 
The present research investigates the impacts of radiogenic heat and of complex waste 
matrices on the removal of Cs and Sr from nuclear waste liquids. The heat investigation used 
sitinakite, the reference material for the removal of Cs and Sr from nuclear waste.  It evaluated 
Sitinakite’s sorption performance after exposure to elevated temperatures. Sitinakite doped with 
tin was also assessed for Cs and Sr at different conditions of pH. Natisite, which is a kinetic phase 
in the synthesis of sitinakite, was also evaluated for the uptake of Cs and Sr, along with three 
metal-substituted natisites and sitinakite. These last materials were evaluated in varying conditions 
of alkalinity, acidity, and competing cations (i.e. Na+ and Ca2+). 
The findings of this research indicate that sitinakite application for Cs and Sr removal is 
constrained by elevated temperatures. Sorption of Cs by sitinakite gradually decreased with 
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increasing temperatures, and uptake for Cs was affected at lower temperatures (i.e. 350 oC) than 
for Sr, which plunged at 550 oC.  
At the highest temperature evaluated (i.e. 550 oC), uptake of both contaminants by 
sitinakite was significantly decreased. Characterization of sitinakite revealed that dehydration and 
phase transformation of sitinakite initiates around 200 oC, deteriorating the crystalline structure. 
The results from the thermal treatment study pose limitations for sitinakite application in nuclear 
waste remediation, considering its use in column treatment and interim storage of the loaded 
sorbent. Previous work assessing sitinakite had reported a loss in performance at increased 
temperatures during column testing [15, 14], although, gain in temperature can be halted during 
treatment operations by the use of active cooling and heat-exchange. However, the major 
implications of these results are for the interim storage of loaded sitinakite, which can reach far 
higher temperatures than during column treatment. As suggested by the results from the present 
study, elevated temperatures could cause the contaminants to desorb from the media during 
temporary storage, which could be a considerable setback in the remediation efforts. Future studies 
exposing Cs/Sr-loaded sitinakite to elevated temperatures could assess if desorption occurs and at 
to what extent and temperatures.  
The results obtained by the heat-treated Sn-sitinakite confirmed that the uptake of Cs and 
Sr is driven by different parameters, as similarly observed by the heat-treated sitinakite. Exposure 
of Sn-sitinakite to 550 oC affected the uptake of Cs equally in the pH range 4-10,and exhibited 
lower Cs sorption than the sample heat to 50, 150 and 250 oC, as shown in Chapter 3. In 
comparison, for Sr, thermal treatment did not affect the sorption at highly alkaline conditions. 
These findings indicate that sorption of Sr is highly favorable at alkaline conditions, and this was 
observed by all heat-treated Sn-sitinakite. Further investigations could compare the sorption of Cs 
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and Sr by sitinakite and other metal substituted sitinakites (including Nb-sitinakite) at varying pH 
conditions. This would allow for a better understanding on how metal substitutions impact the 
selectivity for Cs and Sr at conditions of high alkalinity and acidity.  
Finally, the results obtained for natisite and metal-substituted natisites at different 
conditions of alkalinity, acidity, and competing cations indicate that sitinakite is still more selective 
for Cs and Sr in most of the conditions. However, for the removal of Sr from alkaline conditions, 
metal-substituted natisites, in particular Zr- and Sn-natisite, obtained exceptional results. Those 
two titanosilicates outperformed sitinakite at 0.05 M – 1 M NaOH conditions. These results are 
very promising for the separation of Sr from alkaline wastes, especially considering the elevated 
thermal stability observed by the natisite structure. However, research is still needed to elucidate 
the sorption mechanisms by natisite, and its metal substituted variants, and to fully examine the 
suitability of natisite for nuclear waste remediation.  
Another significant result was the poor performance by sitinakite and natisites in removing 
Sr from acidic and calcium-bearing solutions. In the most concentrated solution containing Ca2+, 
none of the sorbents removed any significant amount of Sr. In acidic conditions, all sorbents 
removed generally less than 10% of Sr, even at low acid concentrations. These results suggest that 
the evaluated titanosilicates are not suitable to treat the calcinated wastes stored at Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL), for instance. 
The present study brought to light the exceptional ability of natisite (in metal-substituted 
form) in removing Sr from alkaline conditions. However, many factors that might affect the 
sorption of Cs and Sr by natisite are still unclear. A suggestion for future studies on natisite include 
structural characterization after alkaline treatment, due to the dramatic sorption decline at 3 M 
NaOH; and surface area measurements, as the selectivity in layered materials is associated with 
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surface interactions. The coordination environments for Cs and Sr in the natisite structure should 
also be investigated, as this is a key factor in the selectivity of sitinakite for Cs. Similarly, the 
coordination with water molecules (structural, and free in the channels) is crucial for the sitinakite 




Appendix A: XRD of Sn-sitinakite 
 







Appendix B: Capacity results for sitinakite and Sn-sitinakite 
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𝑉 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑖𝑛 𝐿 
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The capacity values obtained for the sorbents tested at different conditions are presented in the 





Sitinakite 50°C 49.8% 0.94 55.5% 1.13
Sitinakite 150°C 49.3% 0.93 50.5% 1.03
Sitinakite 250°C 46.3% 0.87 49.0% 1.00
Sitinakite 350°C 41.8% 0.79 49.7% 1.01
Sitinakite 450°C 32.0% 0.60 47.7% 0.97
Sitinakite 550°C 9.7% 0.18 13.9% 0.28

















pH 4 43.7% 1.02 63.5% 1.60
pH 6 57.1% 1.33 86.7% 2.19
pH 10 49.5% 1.15 99.4% 2.51
pH 4 52.8% 1.18 47.8% 1.16
pH 6 28.0% 0.63 89.0% 2.16
pH 10 12.2% 0.27 81.8% 1.98
pH 4 30.1% 0.63 53.2% 1.21
pH 6 40.4% 0.85 92.3% 2.11
pH 10 12.6% 0.27 52.6% 1.20
pH 4 4.0% 0.08 17.4% 0.36
pH 6 14.1% 0.27 58.5% 1.20





















Appendix C: Final pH values for sitinakite and Sn-sitinakite 
 
The final pH of the samples using sitinakite and Sn-sitinakite are presented in the following 






Sitinakite 50°C 49.8% 7.42 55.5% 6.40
Sitinakite 150°C 49.3% 6.90 50.5% 6.50
Sitinakite 250°C 46.3% 7.20 49.0% 6.51
Sitinakite 350°C 41.8% 6.80 49.7% 7.19
Sitinakite 450°C 32.0% 6.73 47.7% 6.83
Sitinakite 550°C 9.7% 7.35 13.9% 8.40
Sorbent









pH 4 43.7% 5.46 63.5% 6.36
pH 6 57.1% 8.81 86.7% 8.67
pH 10 49.5% 10.28 99.4% 10.36
pH 4 52.8% 6.39 47.8% 6.22
pH 6 28.0% 8.67 89.0% 8.67
pH 10 12.2% 10.68 81.8% 10.36
pH 4 30.1% 6.92 53.2% 6.17
pH 6 40.4% 9.56 92.3% 8.72
pH 10 12.6% 10.71 52.6% 10.41
pH 4 4.0% 6.48 17.4% 6.31
pH 6 14.1% 9.61 58.5% 8.77
pH 10 0.0% 10.74 96.1% 10.39
Initial pH























Appendix D:  XRD data for heat-treated sitinakite 
 






























11.52 7.68 11.50 7.69 11.51 7.69 11.71 7.55 *11.9316 7.42
14.99 5.91 14.98 5.91 14.99 5.91 14.86 5.96 *15.1771 5.84
17.67 5.02 17.63 5.03 17.59 5.04 17.57 5.05 17.61 5.04 17.57 5.05
22.39 3.97 22.38 3.97 22.32 3.98 22.33 3.98 22.36 3.98 22.36 3.98
26.78 3.33 26.78 3.33
27.66 3.23 27.69 3.22 27.70 3.22 27.72 3.22 27.69 3.22 27.73 3.22
32.91 2.72 32.88 2.72 32.88 2.72 32.93 2.72 32.96 2.72 32.93 2.72
34.54 2.60 34.59 2.59 34.41 2.61 *34.4519 2.60
35.76 2.51 35.74 2.51 35.70 2.52 35.79 2.51 35.84 2.51 35.75 2.51
*36.5666 2.46 36.54 2.46
38.23 2.35 38.21 2.35 38.17 2.36 38.07 2.36 38.10 2.36 38.12 2.36
39.37 2.29 39.35 2.29 39.37 2.29 39.47 2.28 39.54 2.28 39.51 2.28
*41.7978 2.16
44.25 2.05 44.36 2.04 *44.3849 2.04 44.37 2.04
45.70 1.99 45.65 1.99 45.67 1.99 45.71 1.98 *45.8430 1.98 45.80 1.98
*46.1946 1.97
*47.9027 1.90
53.99 1.70 53.97 1.70 53.95 1.70 53.97 1.70 53.99 1.70 54.00 1.70
55.97 1.64 55.98 1.64 56.02 1.64 56.02 1.64
56.81 1.62 56.47 1.63 56.84 1.62 56.99 1.61 57.07 1.61 57.04 1.61
100 
 
Appendix E: Test of significance for sodium-bearing samples 
 
To evaluate the effect of Na+ in the results obtained at NaOH solutions, regression analysis 
and t-test were conducted for the sorption results at the same molarities of NaNO3 and NaOH. The 
R square values resulted from the regression represent the strength of the correlation between the 
data sets, and P-values below 0.05 determines if the correlation is significant. The t-test determines 
if the two data sets are random or significantly different, this last case is proven when P-value is 
below 0.05.  
Most of the analyses obtained t-test P-value below 0.05, demonstrating that the results are 
statistically different. These results indicate that alkalinity is the defining factor in the NaOH 
results, not sodium. The only results that obtained P-value above 0.05 in the t-test were for the 
ones for sorption of Cs by natisite (0.6695), Al-natisite (0.2399), Sn-natisite (0.2808), and Zr-
natisite (0.567), which indicate that the progression of the two data sets is random and not 
statistically different. However, this do not mean that Na+ drives the uptake of Cs at NaOH 
solutions, and the regression results demonstrate that that it indeed not the case. All four conditions 
that the t-test failed to prove statistical difference also returned very poor R square values in the 
regression analysis: 0.0643 for natisite, 0.2302 for Al-natisite, 0.0537 for Sn-natisite, and 0.0056 
for Zr-natisite. This indicates no correlation between the data sets, and the assumption is that the 
increase of Na+ and of alkalinity affects the sorption of Cs differently. The different sorption 
behaviors can be noticed when the sorption results at NaNO3 and NaOH are plotted together: at 
higher concentrations of sodium and neutral conditions the uptake of cesium rebound, while 
increasing alkalinity (and sodium) constantly decreased Cs sorption. 














0.01 M 9% 9%
0.05 M 0% 0%
0.1 M 4% 18%





































Concentration of Na / NaOH
% Cs sorbed by natisite at different background conditions
Na+ NaOH
Na+ NaOH
0.01 M 16% 28%
0.05 M 14% 56%
0.1 M 9% 71%

































Concentration of Na / NaOH














0.01 M 8% 7%
0.05 M 2% 4%
0.1 M 8% 0%



































Concentration of Na / NaOH
% Cs sorbed by Al-natisite at different background conditions
Na+ NaOH
Na+ NaOH
0.01 M 24% 45%
0.05 M 14% 69%
0.1 M 10% 76%


































Concentration of Na / NaOH












0.01 M 23% 22%
0.05 M 18% 18%
0.1 M 14% 9%



































Concentration of Na / NaOH
% Cs sorbed by Sn-natisite at different background conditions
Na+ NaOH
Na+ NaOH
0.01 M 17% 76%
0.05 M 13% 75%
0.1 M 11% 95%




































Concentration of Na / NaOH









0.01 M 17% 16%
0.05 M 28% 9%
0.1 M 16% 0%


































Concentration of Na / NaOH
% Cs sorbed by Zr-natisite at different background conditions
Na+ NaOH
Na+ NaOH
0.01 M 19% 65%
0.05 M 13% 86%
0.1 M 11% 90%





































Concentration of Na / NaOH









0.01 M 47% 39%
0.05 M 45% 30%
0.1 M 45% 26%





































Concentration of Na / NaOH
% Cs sorbed by Sitinakite at different background conditions
Na+ NaOH
Na+ NaOH
0.01 M 20% 81%
0.05 M 11% 64%
0.1 M 13% 40%




































Concentration of Na / NaOH
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